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INTRODUCTION
“[T]owns newly founded may be established according to plan without difficulty. If not started
with form, they will never attain it.” – King Ferdinand of Spain, 15131
Figure 1 (Partial Maps of Downtown New Haven in 1748 and 2010).2

Yale University rises out of downtown New Haven, Connecticut, many of its buildings
an identifiable symbol of the centuries-old city. The Gothic spires – and thousands of Yale
students – occupy over a third of the original downtown dating from the colonial era, known as
the “Nine Squares” in honor of the nine large blocks which made up New Haven in the
seventeenth century. The Nine Squares have been hailed as a triumph of colonial planning;
scholars have praised their “neat precision” as a “rarity” 3 when compared with some of the more
irregular New England settlements with winding roads and confusing street patterns, like Boston,
1

JOHN W. REPS, THE MAKING OF URBAN AMERICA: A HISTORY OF CITY PLANNING IN THE UNITED STATES 28
(1965) (quoting directive from Ferdinand to Pedrarias Davila, 1513).
2
“Plan of the Town of New Haven with All the Buildings in 1748,” (on file at New Haven Colony Historical
Society) (engraving of original map created in 1806); “Yale Campus Map,” (2010), at 3,
http://business.yale.edu/map/pdf/yale_map_letter_size.pdf (map of New Haven showing Yale University).
3
REPS, supra note 1, at 129.

3

Cambridge, or Salem. 4 New Haven was the very first town in the American colonies to be
planned according to a strict and square grid system, possibly later emulated by William Penn in
his plan for Philadelphia. 5 Where the irregular road patterns of many cities have been criticized,
New Haven’s Nine Squares, in contrast, have been revered. New Haveners take great pride in the
plan; city historian Elizabeth Mills Brown has stated that the Nine Squares “plan proved a good
one . . . . It has long been cherished by its own citizens.”6 Most recently, the Nine Squares have
been designated a National Historic Planning Landmark by the American Institute of Certified
Planners. 7 But this praise and admiration is not deserved.
This paper argues that New Haven’s Nine Squares – arguably the first comprehensive
town plan in the American colonies, 8 and hence one of America’s famous urban spaces –
ultimately failed its residents and stunted New Haven’s growth.9 The original town plan left New
Haven’s infrastructure inflexible in a time of changing economic and social circumstances during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the most important of which was the rise of New
Haven as a commercial center as opposed to an agrarian, religious community. Within the Nine
Squares, the supply of streets did not reflect or keep up with the demand for them, both in terms
of their number and in terms of their location. I argue that the history of New Haven and other
early colonial town plans demonstrates that piecemeal planning – planning done incrementally –
better served new wilderness towns and their residents, by harnessing the expressed preferences
of settlers as an informational resource and facilitating streets that best nurtured otherwise
4

Id. at 124-28.
See JAMES D. KORNWOLF, 2 ARCHITECTURE AND TOWN PLANNING IN COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA 1177 (2002);
REPS, supra note 1, at 129.
6
See Elizabeth Mills Brown, John Brockett of New Haven: The Man and the Myth, 27 J. NEW HAVEN COL. HIST.
SOC’Y (Winter, 1980), at 3, 5.
7
CITY OF NEW HAVEN, CITY PLAN DEPARTMENT, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT I.2 (2003), available at
http://www.cityofnewhaven.com/CityPlan/pdfs/PlanningPrograms/ComprehensivePlan/SectionIIntroduction.pdf.
8
Id.
9
This is not to say that all planned towns or colonies were failures. See infra Section IV.B (discussing New York
and Philadelphia).
5
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unpredictable colony needs. The failure of the original plan was writ large during a second
planning event: the re-subdivision of the Nine Squares by new streets, which was begun in 1784.
The subdivision took nearly sixty years to complete, and cost time, land, and money, all to
correct the flaws of the original town plan.
This study contributes to existing scholarship in three ways, listed in range from
narrowest to broadest. The story of the re-subdivision of the Nine Squares in 1784 has never
been told in-depth. I have used never-before-studied records to identify the planners, the
holdouts, and the problems with the subdivision, a critical event in the history of New Haven’s
downtown plan. Aside from contributing to New Haven urban history by exploring the city’s
early street development, this paper adds to the record of colonial town planning more generally.
The scholarship to date on infrastructural planning has largely consisted of evaluations of the
roles of citizens and institutions in nineteenth and twentieth century urban planning. 10 There are
very few studies which discuss colonial town planning,11 despite the fact that it is these early
settlers who are responsible for the shape of many of the street patterns we see in the former
colonies today. However, this paper’s broadest contribution is its unprecedented attempt to look
at the use of eminent domain in the eighteenth century from the trenches, away from the models
in the statutes. The highway statutes are ubiquitously cited as the predecessors to the Takings
Clause of the Fifth Amendment,12 yet no one has looked into the practical use of eminent domain

10

Indeed, even rather recent books on urban planning leave out the colonial and revolutionary era altogether,
probably in their focus on zoning and other land use regulations which came to be associated with city planning later
on. See, e.g., JON A. PETERSON, THE BIRTH OF CITY PLANNING IN THE UNITED STATES, 1840-1917, at xv (2003)
(“City planning in the United States was born in the fifteen years prior to World War I.”). However, this approach
neglects a large part of the nation’s urban history, even if city planning was more simplistic because it was primarily
infrastructural.
11
See, e.g., KORNWOLF, supra note 5; SAM BASS WARNER JR., THE URBAN WILDERNESS: A HISTORY OF THE
AMERICAN CITY 3-15 (1972); ANTHONY N.B. GARVAN, ARCHITECTURE AND TOWN PLANNING IN COLONIAL
CONNECTICUT (1951).
12
James W. Ely, Jr., “That Due Satisfaction May Be Made:” The Fifth Amendment and the Origins of the
Compensation Principle, 36 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 1 (1992); William Michael Treanor, Note, The Origins and

5

on the ground in eighteenth century towns and cities, and how it shaped urban space. This paper
uses over two hundred documents from the New Haven Land Records in which the residents of
New Haven deeded land to the town government for highway construction, to examine how
eighteenth-century landholders were compensated when their land was taken for new streets and
how new development was accomplished by early governments.
Figure 2 (Layout of Nine Squares Showing Harbor and East and West Creeks).13

New Haven Colony, at first separate from its colony to the north, Connecticut, was
founded in the spring of 1638, when a group of about two hundred and fifty settlers arrived from
Massachusetts into New Haven harbor.14 One of the group’s leaders – Theophilus Eaton, a
wealthy merchant – had come to the site beforehand, in the fall of 1637, and chosen it for its
suitability as both a harbor and a site of fertile land. Legend has it that Eaton and his co-venturer,
John Davenport, spent their first night at what is now George and Church Streets.15 Having
scouted their site, they summoned a group of fellow settlers from Boston, zealous in faith and

Original Significance of the Just Compensation Clause of the Fifth Amendment, 94 YALE L.J. 694 (1985); William
B. Stoebuck, A General Theory of Eminent Domain, 47 WASH L. REV. 553 (1972).
13
CITY OF NEW HAVEN, CITY PLAN DEPARTMENT, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT I.2 (2003), available
at http://www.cityofnewhaven.com/CityPlan/pdfs/PlanningPrograms/ComprehensivePlan/SectionIIntroduction.pdf.
14
CORNELIA HUGHES DAYTON, WOMEN BEFORE THE BAR: GENDER, LAW, AND SOCIETY IN CONNECTICUT, 16391789, at 22 (1995).
15
J.W. BARBER, HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF NEW HAVEN (CONN.) 26 (1831), available at
http://ia311338.us.archive.org/1/items/historyantiquiti00barbe/historyantiquiti00barbe.pdf.
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eager to start a new colony. 16 The group was originally supposed to number about two hundred
and fifty people, but by the time the founders arrived into New Haven’s natural harbor, they
numbered more than that.17 As the tradition goes, under a tree near what is now the intersection
of George and College streets, Eaton preached to his new townsmen “and gave such directions
and exhortations, as were pertinent to the then present state of his hearers.” 18 One cannot help but
wonder whether one of those directions was where to begin building: apparently, the first group
of settlers started right off building their houses in a row, along what is now George Street.19
Formed by eight streets, New Haven’s town plan, the “Nine Squares,” was a regular plan,
comprised of nine almost identically-sized blocks.
Figure 3 (Representative Map of Nine Squares with Modern Street Names).

The origins of New Haven’s Nine Squares plan is obscure and speculative. One scholar
has gone as far as to suggest that the idea for the Nine Squares originated in the layout of an ideal
city proposed by the Roman engineer Vitruvius.20 The only map for this period – the so-called

16

Eaton may not have returned to Boston. See Brown, supra note 6, at 3.
REPS, supra note 1, at 129.
18
BARBER, supra note 15, at 26.
19
Id.
20
GARVAN, supra note 11, at 47-48.
17
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“Brockett Map” (named for the alleged surveyor) – seems actually to have been drawn sometime
in the nineteenth century, painstakingly reconstructed from the New Haven Land Records.21
Fortunately, it does not much matter for this study what the exact history of the plan is. The
town’s form probably did not change much between the first settlement and the first reliable
maps, produced in 1724 and 1748, although it is plausible that it took several years to actually
settle all of the squares. The plan for the new town consisted of a perfect square divided into nine
nearly-identical blocks by eight streets. The square was oriented at an angle, not perfectly NorthSouth.22 This appears to have been done so that the bottom and right sides of the square would be
aligned with two creeks coming in from New Haven harbor, respectively called East and West
Creek. It seems likely that this type of plan could not have been designed ad hoc at the time of
the first settlement. John W. Reps, a historian of urban planning, has advanced the hypothesis
that Eaton or other leaders of the New Haven group may have drafted a plan in the time between
their first visit and the arrival of the first group of settlers. 23
The sheer size of the squares is stunning: as the blocks were originally laid out, they were
fifty-two rods, or roughly eight hundred and fifty feet, on each side. 24 Each square thus contained
over sixteen acres of land.25 While eight of the blocks were reserved for house lots, the center
block was designated a public space or town green, rendering it the largest open space in either

21

Brown, supra note 6, at 11-20; see also Appendix 1 (Reconstructed Map of New Haven, 1641). Elizabeth Mills
Brown has written a thorough and convincing critique of the popular assumption that John Brockett laid out the
town, even offering suggestions of other possible surveyors.
22
See supra Figure 2 (Layout of Nine Squares Showing Harbor and East and West Creeks).
23
REPS, supra note 1, at 129. Reps’s hypothesis derives primarily from one peculiarity of the Nine Squares: from the
time of their first settlement, there was a less regular “suburb” along the water, already settled in the 1640s.
According to Reps, as Eaton and Davenport were preparing to leave for New Haven, they realized that there would
be more in their company than previously anticipated. As a result, they tacked on the suburb as an afterthought,
providing evidence that the plan for the Nine Squares predated the settlers’ arrival in Connecticut. Id. Elizabeth
Mills Brown has suggested that if Eaton never returned to Massachusetts, he may have laid it out (with some help)
over the winter of 1637-1638. See Brown, supra note 6, at 4.
24
See supra note 26.
25
16.9 acres is the mathematical equivalent of fifty two square rods. National Institute of Standards and Technology,
General Tables of Units of Measurement, at C-3 (2010), http://ts.nist.gov/WeightsAndMeasures/Publications/
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Figure 4 (Scale Drawing of Block Sizes in Early Planned Cities).26

Note: 1 inch is equal to 330 feet, or 20 rods.

England or New England at the time. Only London’s Lincoln Inn Fields, at a much smaller eight
hundred by six hundred feet, came close.27 Even among those towns ordinarily called “regular” –
Cambridge, Hartford, Connecticut, and Newport, Rhode Island, serve as examples28 – the Nine
Squares are unique. In no other contemporary town were any two blocks the exact same size, let
alone nine blocks. Although the general grid pattern was well known in Europe and England and
even somewhat mimicked in the “regular” towns, it was only in the colony of New Haven that
the grid pattern was developed on such an enormous scale and with such precision.
As legend has it, in contrast, the town of Boston was laid out by “wandering cows.” 29
This legend illustrates just how unusual New Haven’s comprehensive plan was, given the state
upload/h4402_appenc.pdf.
26
The blocks vary in size within each of these cities, but I have chosen what I believe are fairly average sizes. New
Haven’s original blocks were eight hundred and fifty feet to a side. BARBER, supra note 15, at 12. John W. Reps
misstated this distance in his book, stating that each was “16 rods, or 825 feet,” but those are not equivalent. REPS,
supra note 1, at 128. A New York City block in Manhattan north of 14th Street is about two hundred and sixty-four
feet by one thousand and fifty-six feet (or one-twentieth of a mile by one-fifth of a mile). In Savannah, the city
blocks within each ward consisted of three ninety-foot long home lots fronting one side and four sixty-foot wide
home lots fronting the other side, resulting in rough dimensions of about two hundred and seventy feet by two
hundred and forty feet. REPS, supra note 1, at 187, 189. Philadelphia blocks were four hundred and twenty-five feet
wide, but varied in length from five hundred to six hundred and seventy-five feet. I used six hundred feet as the
length for this diagram. REPS, supra note 1, at 163.
27
REPS, supra note 1, at 130.
28
Id. at 126, 129.
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of the streets in other colonial towns. More likely than the cow theory, Boston settlers arrived to
a complete wilderness and laid out their city infrastructure according to the existing topography,
with some improvisation. In contrast to New Haven’s comprehensive plan, colonial towns like
Boston epitomized piecemeal development: streets were formed incrementally, often street-bystreet or block-by-block, responding to the will and needs of the community or else the demands
of geographic features like hills and waterways.
Though no early map for Boston exists, the map of 1722 probably closely approximates
the general layout of the streets in 1640: streets going from east to west wind around the
peninsula, with occasional side streets tracking south toward the harbor.30 The cities of Salem
and Ipswich are even more irregular, but like Boston, follow a generally water-centered design,
with the town streets mainly running along the water line or to the water, varying with
topography.31 Because of the irregular streets, the blocks varied in size, too, probably according
to function.32 Most blocks closer to the water were small, while those further inland were
typically larger and less densely crowded.33
Scholars have tried to explain the reasons for early New England’s irregular street
patterns in varying ways. Carl Bridenbaugh has characterized early road development in these
colonies as largely “fortuitous.” “Paths appeared from house to house as they were needed, and
an occasional road pushed to a nearby settlement. The first paths tended naturally to follow the

29

LAWRENCE W. KENNEDY, PLANNING THE CITY UPON A HILL: BOSTON SINCE 1630, at 12 (1992).
REPS, supra note 1, at 142.
31
Id. at 124, 137.
32
The map of 1722 depicts some blocks which remain measurable today. For example, in Boston’s North End,
Prince Street, Bennett Street, Salem Street, and North Street (now Hanover Street) formed one block that was split
by an alley or smaller street – this block was about five hundred and twenty-eight feet by two hundred feet. Closer to
Boston Common, there were larger blocks. The block formed by Winter Street, West Street, Tremont Street, and
Marlborough Street (today, Washington Street) was closer to five hundred and twenty-eight feet on each side. See
REPS, supra note 1, at 142.
33
Id.
30
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Figure 5 (Map of Boston, 1722).34

configuration of the terrain with little thought of symmetry; ease of travel was the prime
consideration.”35 Thus, according to Bridenbaugh, infrastructural design in many New England
towns was an afterthought. Street creation followed the contours of where homes and
marketplaces were already built. Similarly, Sam Bass Warner has called the process which led to
these irregular results “folk planning.”36 For Warner, folk planning was a product of “medieval
English village traditions fused with religious ideology.” 37 The town was close-knit and grouporiented, and in most towns, piecemeal planning best suited resident needs. Irregular planning
34

Id.
CARL BRIDENBAUGH, CITIES IN THE WILDERNESS: THE FIRST CENTURY OF URBAN LIFE IN AMERICA 1625-1742, at
13 (Capricorn Books 2d ed. 1964) (1938).
36
WARNER, supra note 11, at 7.
37
Id.
35
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was conducive to growing American colonial individualism: as self-sufficient farmers sought out
larger grants of land outside the city center, they sought new access ways to their own distant
plots that were not part of any organized plan.38 Later on, as merchants crowded the city, the
town plan developed more streets to carry traffic and facilitate denser settlement. The ultimate
results of this type of piecemeal planning are the layouts of many of the oldest cities we see
today: winding roads with bends and curves, irregularly sized blocks, and occasionally confusing
intersections, some streets probably tracking some ancient farmer’s route to his fields.
In any case, it was not long before the consequences of “folk planning” came to be
associated with frustration. In New England, long, relatively straight streets predominated over
geometric blocks, and planning was done piecemeal by community members in partnership with
the government, resulting in irregular plans. The town layouts of most colonial cities have been
described as “ugly, chaotic, and scattered,”39 and to most modern drivers and city planners, these
streets, while charming, can seem incomprehensible, or, to use a city planning term of art,
“illegible.”40 But gripes about New England town planning have been ongoing since long before
modern times. For example, although the irregular road system suited the needs of early
Bostonians, the Royal Commissioners of 1665 already complained of the town’s streets as
“crooked, with little decency and no uniformity.”41 As early as the 1790s, one prominent New
Havener, Yale President Timothy Dwight, wished New Haven’s plan on the winding roads of
Boston: “Had ten open squares been formed at the proper intersections of the principal streets . . .

38

ERIC H. MONKKONEN, AMERICA BECOMES URBAN: THE DEVELOPMENT OF U.S. CITIES & TOWNS, 1780-1980, at
40 (1988).
39
Id. at 40.
40
See KEVIN LYNCH, THE IMAGE OF THE CITY 3 (1960) (“Just as this printed page, if it is legible, can be visually
grasped as a related pattern of recognizable symbols, so a legible city would be one whose districts or landmarks or
pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped into an over-all pattern.” ). Lynch has described Boston’s
street pattern as “generally confused.” Id. at 22.
41
BRIDENBAUGH, supra note 35, at 15.
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or had some other plan . . . been completed, Boston would even now have been the most
beautiful town that the world has ever seen.”42
However, New Haven’s grand and regular plan resulted in several critical errors for the
city’s future growth. First, the blocks were extremely large in New Haven, much larger than they
were in towns which were “folk-planned,”43 requiring time-consuming and imperfect revisions to
the plan a century later. Moreover, the large blocks necessitated deep lots, limiting the amount of
downtown land available for resident purchase at a time when settling new residents was critical
to further economic and social development. Second, although it is true that New Haven was
oriented around East and West Creeks, New Haven was not oriented towards a major waterway,
like a substantial river or its natural harbor,44 which may have stunted New Haven’s growth by
limiting the ease of circulation between the water and the downtown market area. In Boston,
Ipswich, Salem, and even Manhattan, large, natural sources of water served as the main points of
orientation, and in each of those cities, the main street or streets track the natural waterway. The
water became the source of commerce and industry for early colonial cities, and New Haven’s
plan limited rather than facilitated access to it.
Ultimately this paper argues that in early New Haven, comprehensive planning failed,
when contrasted with the piecemeal designs created by settlers in other New England towns and
cities (and indeed, outside the Nine Squares). The lesson from this microhistorical study is not
that all planned cities failed, nor that all incrementally planned cities resulted in flawless plans. 45

42

CHRISTOPHER T UNNARD & HENRY HOPE REED, AMERICAN SKYLINE: THE GROWTH AND FORM OF OUR CITIES AND
TOWNS 62 (1995).
43
See supra note 26.
44
Cambridge, Massachusetts, probably the second most famous “compact” town in contrast to the “linear” towns of
Salem and Boston, was also laid out along a creek rather than the Charles River. See REPS, supra note 1, at 126-27.
45
Boston’s downtown area was redesigned in parts in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. However,
these redesigns were often part of rebuilding after fires or other disasters rather than a result of necessary eminent
domain, and those projects which were accomplished with eminent domain were relatively small scale when
compared to the Nine Squares re-subdivision. See KENNEDY, supra note 29, at 23-41.
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It instead suggests that streets can and should be thought of in terms of supply and demand, and
that New Haven is a paradigmatic case of market failure. For early towns and colonies to grow,
they needed to be able to settle residents and facilitate farming, industry, and commerce. In the
1640s, the Nine Squares plan responded inadequately to the demand for streets in the developing
colony, effectively performing as a market distortion because of the way the plan limited the
supply of streets and artificially directed their distribution around the settlement.46
This paper proceeds according to the market analogy. Part I discusses the technicalities of
“supplying” streets: the conditions of streets and mechanics of laying them out, but also the legal
procedures used to create streets in seventeenth and eighteenth century Connecticut. Part II
identifies the typically economic sources of demand for streets, using examples of roadway
construction from New Haven outside the Nine Squares to demonstrate how piecemeal
development within the colony facilitated efficient production and planning of streets. Part III
identifies the problems which began to be felt as a result of the failures of the Nine Squares plan,
and describes the government’s efforts at a solution, the re-subdivision of the Nine Squares. Part
IV attempts to glean from this microhistory a “theory of colonial streets,” to better understand
the reasons for the failure of comprehensive planning in New Haven. Part V concludes.

I.

SUPPLYING STREETS IN EARLY NEW HAVEN
This Part proceeds by discussing two different aspects of colonial streets. The first

Section discusses the construction and conditions of New Haven streets, as background for
understanding the primitiveness of the technology and the ways colonists laboriously created and

46

Although a preferable metric for judging the success of streets would be property values, by virtue of the imprecise
demarcation used in the records, this is impossible to determine for seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New
Haven. Thus, I judge the success of streets by the amount of settlement and construction they facilitated, a less
precise but still valuable measure of their desirability. See, e.g., infra Section III.A.
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used streets. The second Section discusses the procedural components of laying out a street,
identifying how a street was initiated, planned, and how affected landowners were compensated.
Unless otherwise indicated, this Part will focus on the smaller, intratown streets or highways in
New Haven, rather than the larger post roads and intertown streets or highways, which were
subject to different technological and procedural hurdles.
A.

The Construction and Conditions of New Haven’s Streets

The highways of early Connecticut were legendary, but not for positive reasons. Many
travelers in the eighteenth century left diaries describing them as the worst roads they had ever
encountered, and worse, these miserable travelers were on relatively major, well-traveled roads,
not even the smaller intratown streets. 47 Our concept of a street is very different from the
highways of early New Haven Colony. While the records provide only glimpses of the roadways
of colonial New Haven, it may be helpful to have an idea of what most streets or highways may
have looked like in the 1600s and early 1700s in Connecticut, to better understand the difficulties
of city planning and highway construction and maintenance.
Within the Nine Squares, New Haven’s streets were designed to accommodate cart and
pedestrian traffic. In theory, the streets of colonial New Haven were actually as wide as or wider
than most modern streets: the Nine Squares streets were major arteries, and were hence designed
to be four rods wide,48 or sixty six feet across. Road surveyors do seem to have recognized a
primitive “hierarchy of streets.”49 Major local streets, like the Nine Squares streets, were usually

47

ISABEL S. MITCHELL, ROADS AND ROAD-MAKING IN COLONIAL CONNECTICUT 2 (1933) (quoting several travelers’
diaries, including Lord Adam Gordon’s quote from 1768 that the road from Norfolk, CT was the “worst he had seen
in America”).
48
BARBER, supra note 15, at 12.
49
ROBERT C. ELLICKSON & VICKI L. BEEN, LAND USE CONTROLS: CASES AND MATERIALS 486-87 (2d ed. 2000)
(describing the four categories of streets used by modern traffic engineers as “arterial, collector, subcollector (local),
and access (cul-de-sac or loop)”).
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four rods wide, and these roads were probably designed to bear the most traffic.50 Outside the
Nine Squares, roads were of varying width. Some roads fluctuated in length, perhaps tapering at
one end.51 Most other streets were two rods wide, and these seem to have been subordinate
collector streets for the four-rod highways. 52 Although a width of two rods may sound small in
comparison to the larger roads, even two-rod roads were still thirty-three feet wide—well within
the average for local street widths today, which is thirty-one to thirty-nine feet wide. 53
Like many modern streets,54 these colonial streets were much wider than the space
actually needed for two carts to safely pass. Streets were used as places for carts to travel, 55 of
course, but they were also used by pedestrians and even served as meeting places, much like
sidewalks are used today. Early streets were both access corridors and places of social
engagement. The New Haven Town Records are filled with admonishments to “young persons”
walking and playing in the streets on the Sabbath.56 There are records of fights in the streets
between neighbors, which describe the insults, weapons, and sometimes even melees involving
other neighbors and wives. 57 Stepping back to envision the streets of the Nine Squares in
particular, we have records of a town drunk that could be found loitering in the street by the
50

Major streets outside the Nine Squares were also four rods wide. See, e.g., Deeds of Jan. 7, 1771, in 30 New
Haven Land Records 500, 500, 501 (on file with the New Haven City Clerk's Office) [hereinafter NHLR] (creating
major roadway to North Haven).
51
See, e.g., Deed of Apr. 10, 1760, in 23 NHLR, supra note 50, at 289, 289 (creating road in Wallingford that began
five rods wide but tapered to two rods wide).
52
This is by far the most common width, judging from my own experience reading over two hundred deeds from the
period 1750-1784. See, e.g., Deed of Jan. 14, 1751, in 15 NHLR, supra note 50, at 422, 422 (creating a two rod
highway which connected to one of the four rod highways); Deed of Oct. 31, 1765, in 27 NHLR, supra note 50, at
371, 371 (creating road two rods wide in Amity along the lands of two neighbors); Deed of Sept. 6, 1773, in 33
NHLR, supra note 50, at 284, 284. Rarely, streets were smaller. See Deed of Dec. 6, 1750, in 15 NHLR, supra note
50, at 386, 386 (creating highway out in the western farmlands “about twenty two feet wide more or Less, not Less
than twenty foot in the narrowest Place”).
53
ELLICKSON & BEEN, supra note 49, at 487.
54
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prison.58 Further up the way, there were mischievous young men who would run along Elm
Street at night, throwing rocks at Mr. William Payne’s house on the corner of Elm and State
streets. Mr. Payne would then release his dog to chase the offenders through the squares of the
town.59 Indeed, other animals were also found in New Haven’s streets, possibly necessitating
wide streets to permit people and carts to travel around them. The local government discouraged
the practice of leaving animals free to roam roadways. In 1677, near Grove Street and Neck
Lane, animals were crossing the streets and wandering into the cornfields to graze, a cause of
great concern to the planters.60 As early as 1650, settlers complained to the court about their
neighbors allowing swine into the streets at night and on the Sabbath, when they could not be
impounded because of religious restrictions on activity on the Sabbath day. 61
To create a street, the land was simply cleared; there was no paving and very little if any
grading.62 The Connecticut highway statute provided that highways would be cleared using the
conscripted labor of all freemen between the ages of fifteen and sixty, who could only be exempt
from their clearing duties upon penalty of a fine (with some exceptions for members of the upper
classes).63 While clearing the land was undoubtedly difficult, little else was done to improve the
roadways. Creeks and brooks sometimes flowed through streets, and there was no drainage after
58
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storms or snow melts, undoubtedly rendering most streets muddy and rife with puddles.64 An
eighteenth century legend about one of the main streets in nearby Hartford illustrates this: as the
story went, a man in downtown Hartford saw a hat in the road, and stopped to pick it up. To his
surprise, he found a man underneath who exclaimed that he needed no help, and that his horse
had just struck solid ground.65 Streets which were underused were susceptible to bushes and
other wildlife re-growing in the cleared land.66 In 1655, every man was charged with going into
the streets in the Nine Squares to clean up and cut down the “stinking weede aboute the
Gouernor’s street [Elm Street], pound [near George Street], market place & other common places
aboute the Towne.”67 As late as 1725, several individuals were fined for failing to obey these
ordinances, indicating that weed growth continued to be a problem. 68 In short, the conditions of
the streets were most likely dismal because of the inadequacy of grading, and the absence of
paving of any sort. In New Haven, even relatively important roadways like the Mill Lane, which
led to most of the planters’ fields, were in a constant state of disrepair. For example, from
166269to 1671,70 there were repeated agitations to clean up Mill Lane and attempts by the
townsmen to gather a labor force to do so.
Although the roads were constantly threatened by nature, early New Haven residents also
improperly used roads for their own ends at times, leading to dangerous conditions for passage.
Settlers were known to dig holes in the street, seeking gravel or stone for their personal use. 71 In
New Haven, the town records for the year 1662 describe the problem of the town settlers
64
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stacking wood in the streets, and the townsmen desired them to move it so that “persons might
walke without danger.”72 A law passed in Connecticut in the early eighteenth century indicated
that street debris was still a problem, prescribing that persons who “block up, or lay, or cause to
be laid in any High-way, any Stones, Tree or Trees, or Timber; or shall by Digging, or any other
Means obstruct, hinder, or indanger the Passage of Travellers” had to pay the cost of cleaning up
as well as a punitive fine. 73 Aside from causing obstructions, the freemen also occasionally
fenced off parts of streets for their own use. Already by 1652, the town records contain a
reproach to a freeman for fencing off a part of a public highway. 74 The early colonists solicited
the public’s help to deal with the problems created by these perpestures. According to a 1702
law, any person could tear down improper fences in the street without notice to the person who
had put them up.75
In sum, New Haven’s streets were probably poorly delineated, poorly kept, and difficult
if not impossible to use as points of orientation. Even the streets making up the squares in New
Haven did not have names, although that was customary in most other American colonial
towns.76 The early settlers oriented themselves either by using prominent landmarks, such as
natural features, or else a notable person’s house or land. 77 Because of these problems, even the
early government had trouble remembering where the highways were. In 1684, the town
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government had to pay for an inventory of the current highways to keep track of their location. In
one case, they noted in the town records that they should “speak with Mr. Brockett who layd out
the lotts and lands on the East side the East river and enquier what high waies were laid out and
where.”78 As late as 1724, one freeman had “through a mistake built his house upon a high way,”
apparently an understandable mistake, because the townsmen allowed the highway to be diverted
around his home so long as the freeman was willing to pay for the extra costs required. 79
New Haven’s streets were as much public lands as the town green, and they were real
sources of neighborhood character. Choices about streets -- where to put one, how wide to make
it, and whether to take care of it – shaped the town’s development for many reasons. The metes
and bounds of a street determined which properties would front it. It determined block size, and
thus, to a certain extent, influenced the size of the lots which would make up that block and who
the residents would be. The start and end points of a street shaped which kind of traffic would
travel on it: for example, churchgoers, farmers, seamen, or the wealthy people. Largely because
of the streets, areas of New Haven began to develop identities, whether those identities were
commercial, residential, wealthy, public, or poor.
B.

Legal Procedures for Creating Streets

Before a street could be traveled, much less laid out, it had to be planned and surveyed,
implicating early legal and governmental institutions. This Section will briefly overview the
procedures in place for creating streets in colonial New Haven. In general terms, the procedures
for creating a road were as follows: (1) a road would be initiated through either an application or
town action; (2) the road would be surveyed and planned; and (3) damages for affected
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landowners would be assessed. Though the parties effectuating each of these procedural steps
changed, this was the general structure of highway planning procedure in the eighteenth century.
In the early period of colonial New Haven, prior to its merger with the colony of
Connecticut,80 there appears to have been no official law governing the procedure for planning
streets. However, highway business seems to have fallen under the jurisdiction of the General
Court. Under a fundamental order on the government of New Haven, dating from 1643, the
General Court was comprised of the colony Governor, Deputy Governor, elected magistrates,
and deputies of the plantations within the colonies, all leading landowners of the colony. 81 In
both England and Massachusetts prior to the founding of New Haven Colony, the government
had general powers to survey, maintain, and correct highways, 82 and it is almost certain that the
General Court of New Haven was emulating the procedures and powers already in place
elsewhere.
In the early 1600s, the General Court of New Haven officiated the laying out of highways
under the direction of the Proprietors of the Common and Undivided Lands. As a technical
matter, all common land in New Haven (including highway land) belonged to the proprietors,
composed of the original shareholders in the New Haven plantation venture, and later, their
descendants.83 The proprietors met regularly and retained jurisdiction over the public lands
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belonging to the town, including the Green. 84 After the creation of the office of selectman or
townsman by a by-law passed in 1651,85 and even when they coexisted with the General Court,
the proprietors appear to have had relatively little independent power, so other town officials
were routinely involved in carrying out highway planning. Thus, even though the common land
was theoretically disposed of by the proprietors, the townsmen were always involved, and many
officials served as both townsmen and proprietors during their political careers. 86 Suffice it to say
that throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the civic leaders were in charge of
carrying out highway planning, development, and implementation. 87
The earliest highway procedures were informal. The General Court seems mainly to have
exercised its authority to execute the laying out of roads when planning highways through
undeveloped areas, where they planned to grant settlers land; the Court would describe where a
new highway should be laid out in a new part of the town, or else, they would appoint a few
townsmen to travel to the location and report back on the proper course of action. 88 The Court
might also assist in laying out highways in areas that were already settled, responding to
84
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perceived problems with the highway system. It occasionally heard concerns that free planters
had about the location of existing highways, and supervised their relocation for more
convenience.89 The early procedure seems to have been as follows: the Court would hear an
individual or group’s request for a new or relocated highway, and rule on that request.90
Who could request a new highway? The earliest street creation procedures allowed for
roadway construction to be initiated by the request or application of a resident, who would
approach the General Court or the selectmen with a request for a road. This general approach,
which permitted private individuals to petition the government for new streets, survived
throughout the eighteenth century. The first official highway law in Connecticut was not enacted
until 1702, about seventy years after the very first highway statute passed in the American
colonies, but roughly contemporary with other highway statutes in New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, New York, and New Jersey. 91 By that time, New Haven had merged
with the nearby colony of Connecticut, subjecting it to Connecticut’s laws and procedures for
highway construction and layout. The 1702 highway statute formalized the procedure for
creating new roads, which was somewhat of a departure from the earlier, less formal practice of
showing up at the General Court with a request. A person would apply centrally to the County
Court, which would then appoint a “Committee of two or three sufficient Freeholders of the next
Towns” to visit the proposed location and evaluate the need for a new highway at that location. 92
These freemen were selected from other towns apparently to ensure they were disinterested
parties. The practice of appointing a small committee to investigate a proposed roadway
89
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continued throughout the eighteenth century. Formally, prior to 1773, the government did not
have the authority to initiate roads in the absence of a private person’s application; however, it
seems that an easy solution to this problem would be to have a townsman or proprietor request a
highway in his capacity as a private citizen. In 1773, the selectmen officially gained the power to
investigate and lay out a public roadway even in the absence of a private person’s application.
The selectmen were required to give notice of the proposed roadway either in person or at the
dwelling of affected landowners before laying out the road.93
Who actually planned the road? In the early period, if a highway was deemed necessary
or convenient by the committee, the Court would then order the local sheriff to summon a jury,
again from freeholders of neighboring towns.94 After the jury determined the boundaries of the
road and the damages to landowners, they returned their verdict to the sheriff, who was
responsible for ensuring the road would be identified and recorded at the next session of Court.95
However, it is not clear from the records whether a jury was regularly appointed in these cases in
New Haven. More often, the court or townsmen seem to have taken control of appointing a
committee of disinterested freemen from among their rank in response to a road petition, a
93
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process which became formalized later on, in 1773, when the selectmen officially received the
authority to appoint a planning committee in place of a jury. 96
Once a road had been requested and physically planned, the only remaining task was
determining whether there were damages, and if so, how much. There is already a great deal of
scholarship on the compensation requirement in early highway laws. Because highway laws
were the first laws authorizing the government to take private property for public use, scholars
interested in the intellectual and constitutional origins of the Takings Clause look to early
highway laws to understand the use of eminent domain power in both theory and practice in
colonial times.97 Connecticut, like the other New England colonies, adopted a compensation
requirement for taking highway land fairly early. 98Although the initial highway compensation
law required satisfaction to be made only when improved lands were taken for highways, after
1773, the law also required the townsmen to provide compensation when unimproved lands were
taken.99 John F. Hart has argued that in colonies bonded by religious ties, like the colonies in
New England, compensation was a mechanism for keeping social order: landholders in these
dense colonies were more likely to notice and be affected by intrusion on their lands because
their parcels tended to be smaller and closer together, and they were more dependent on their
communities, so compensation helped keep the peace.100
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For this study, it is not the intellectual origins of the highway compensation law that are
of interest; it is how early colonists used the compensation requirement, particularly the type of
compensation that they tended to give. Although monetary payments were frequently given, in
colonial Connecticut, they had a system allowing compensation in kind. In 1727, an act was
passed that permitted the town proprietors to exchange common land to create new highways. 101
By the mid-eighteenth-century, the law governing compensation thus permitted the town to use
other common lands – including old or underused highways – to obtain other highways, in lieu
of money. Whether in the form of in-kind land grants or in the form of monetary payments,
compensation was routinely given when highways were created in New Haven. Indeed, I have
been able to confirm no land transfer from an individual to the town, at least between 1750 and
1784, for which the landowner did not receive some kind of compensation. 102
It is helpful to understand the factors affecting the supply of streets – the way early streets
looked, and the legal regime which governed them – in order to examine colonial town planning
in New Haven. The following Parts will examine the success and failure of developments in
different parts of early downtown New Haven. In the next Part, I will discuss the other side of
street planning: demand, and how it was reflected in New Haven’s subsequent development after
the Nine Squares plan. New Haven began as a town with an ideal, perfect plan. But New Haven
expanded outside the Nine Squares in ways that were often much more piecemeal and driven by
changing settlement patterns.
101
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II.

DEMAND FOR STREETS IN EARLY NEW HAVEN
In the paragraphs which follow, I will overview some of the street development that

occurred following the initial laying out of the Nine Squares. This Part will overview the
conditions motivating new development between 1640 and 1784, and identify the features of the
highway planning during this time. Between 1640 and 1775, private citizens and the town
government planned highways that were responsive to settlement patterns and community needs,
much like the piecemeal designs found in other New England colonies. The legal procedures
supported piecemeal development in three ways: (1) roads were often planned with direct input
from affected landowners, (2) the government could use the fluid highway exchange system to
trade old, unsuccessful highways for more suitable ones, and (3) by virtue of the petition process,
most street development followed settlement rather than vice versa. I argue that, unlike the
rigidity of the Nine Squares, these features of piecemeal development outside the Nine Squares
allowed the street system to adapt to changing demand.
A.

Determinants of Demand
1.

City Spreading: Agrarian Factors

After the initial settlement, the town of New Haven immediately began to expand, as a
result of the initial settlers seeking more land for planting and for keeping their animals. The
system of land division encouraged the spreading of the town: the proprietors of the common
land, or all the free planters, effectuated “divisions” allocating land to the town settlers according
to a number of factors, mainly their investment in the company and the number of people in their
households.103 The first division took place in January, 1640; the second, a few months after that;
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and the third, in 1680.104 Excellent records exist for the third division, illustrating how this
system of allocating lands affected town expansion: an individual would have received
potentially large quantities of land in disparate geographic areas north, east, and west of the Nine
Squares.105
This system of land allocation necessitated new pathways for people living in the town
center to reach their distant holdings. Already by the second division, settlers could receive land
as far as two miles away from the town center.106 Indeed, because of the way the colony was laid
out, the townsmen seem to have ordered a survey at a very early date to establish highways
between the major “quarters,” or large radial fields, that surrounded the Nine Squares. This is
confirmed by the Town Records; in 1684, following an inventory of all the highways in the
town, the records of the town recall that “at the laying the lands of the plantation ther were high
wais laid out for persons to goe to theyer lands meadows and the commons,” and subsequently,
in counter-clockwise order, the records go on to describe the long lanes between the quarters that
are depicted on the reconstructed 1641 map.107
2.

City Densification: Commercial Factors

However, while roads out to the farms were certainly most important prior to 1700,
changes in New Haven’s role in the colonial economy also precipitated infrastructural
alterations. In its early years, the commercial enterprise at New Haven was a colossal failure;
New Haven’s location prevented territorial expansion, the harbor was shallow and semi-inland,
and the agricultural productivity was never very good.108 The value of the taxable assets in New
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Haven provides evidence of the depression New Haven experienced after its founding. In 1666,
the value of the estates in New Haven was 17,474 pounds; until well after 1700, it was never that
high again. The value reached its low point of 12,367 pounds in 1682. 109 One wonders whether
Davenport, one of the colony’s main founders, left for Boston in 1668 because New Haven was
losing its religious zeal, 110 or because the economic future of the colony looked so bleak. A
contemporary in Massachusetts in the late 1600s described New Haven as follows: “The
Merchants either dead or come away, the rest gotten to their Farmes, The Town is not so glorious
as once it was.”111Although Eaton and Davenport had lofty goals of a town bustling with shipbuilding and trading, New Haven thus settled into a comfortable lull, where its freemen practiced
subsistence farming with little surplus to export.
However, in the early 1700s, New Haven’s future changed. New policies from London
encouraged the New England colonies to send livestock and other goods to the West Indies, and
as the main coastal town in Connecticut, New Haven rose to prominence as a site of export.112
Between 1700 and 1750, despite some conflicts and competition with New York City (including
their attempts to portray New Haven as a town of smugglers) and only modest increases in
tonnage in the port,113 the amount of taxable wealth in New Haven began to steadily rise.114 By
1715, New Haven and Boston had begun to carry on vibrant trade in furs, lumber, cloth, and
other products.115 Land trading and transport appears to have taken off in this time period as
well. In 1717, the Connecticut legislature permitted John Munson of New Haven to set up a
109
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wagon route from Hartford to New Haven “to pass and transport passengers and goods,” on the
condition that he faithfully do so from spring through fall or else face penalty of fines.116 By land
and by sea, New Haven was becoming a critical mercantile city within Connecticut.
It was only around 1750, though, that New Haven really began to experience a boom in
its economy. The amount of tonnage in New Haven’s harbor increased fortyfold between 1748
and 1774.117 The citizens of New Haven agitated for new bridges and an extension of Long
Wharf further into the harbor.118 As New Haven’s mercantile prosperity increased, the town also
faced a huge influx of population. The town grew from 1400 inhabitants in 1748 to over 5000 in
1756, then to over 8000 in 1774.119 Longtime residents and established families began to
distinguish themselves as “Town-Born,” as opposed to the “Interlopers.”120 Among the new
people flocking to New Haven in this period were families that would soon become as
identifiable with New Haven as any family: the Woosters, Shermans, and Hillhouses came to the
town because of its success during this time. 121 During this time, New Haven’s fleet grew, too;
New Haven’s harbor grew from supporting just five boats in the late 1600s to supporting over
one hundred by 1775. 122 A large number of the new residents were affiliated with New Haven’s
commercial trading industry. In 1774, the number of “seafaring men” in New Haven was
counted at 756. That number is nearly ten percent of the total population of the town in 1774, and
closer to forty percent of all men in New Haven between the ages of twenty and seventy.123
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With more people and more commerce, there was a need for new highways in and around
downtown New Haven. Even a cursory glance at the Town Records for any year after 1750
reveals that highway business preoccupied the town meetings. The town’s Land Records, which
record all transactions and deeds within the town, also show how much new highway
construction was occurring. Between 1750 and 1754, the town of New Haven only entered into
nine transactions for highway land. 124 Between 1770 and 1774, they entered into seventy-four
transactions as part of new highway construction. 125 The town also utilized an increasing number
of surveyors of highways during this time. Though only twenty surveyors were sworn in for the
year 1750,126 for the year 1769, the selectmen appointed thirty-three.127
B.

Meeting the Demand for Streets: Piecemeal Planning

Although some new residents undoubtedly moved to live within the Nine Squares, many
early residents chose to live on the water or on the outskirts of the growing town instead,
especially necessitating development in those regions. The infrastructural development which
took place outside the Nine Squares looks more similar to the development in other New
England towns than it does to the symmetrical planning within the Nine Squares. Three features
of the new development are particularly striking: resident involvement, highway exchange, and
responsive planning.
1.

Resident Involvement
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Though the government assumed the responsibility for planning some roads when they
granted land in new areas of the town, most of the new highways were planned by either private
initiative or private-public collaboration. Landowners frequently requested highways that would
link their properties in one area to properties in another area, or to another highway. Private
individuals thus played a critical role in making infrastructural decisions, whether they
established informal paths or served as petitioners requesting that the selectmen lay out a road in
a certain area.
Some of the highways that were developed in this period seem to have been preestablished public corridors, probably informally created by long-term common use. Carol Rose
has described these types of pathways as “prescriptive” roads or roads established by “implied
dedication”: both terms refer to passageways to which the public has acquired rights through
use.128 Multiple deeds that created public highways during this period refer to the routes of
existing “paths” as markers for the boundaries of the new highway. 129 For example, in 1762,
Jared Robinson received “a certain Part of a highway” in exchange for granting the proprietors of
New Haven a highway across his land “where ye path now goes 2 rods wide.”130 Other deeds are
more explicit: a grant from Matthew Gilbert in 1786 stated that the land he was giving over to
the town “hath been many years used for a highway.”131 Sometimes the townsmen might slightly
alter a well-established path in reconstituting it as an official road: in 1765, Jonathan Dickerman
received “a part of three highways” from the town, in exchange for
128
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one Certain part of my Land I bot [sic] of Peter Pernitt which is to be for an open
highway for ever & is to be two rods and a half wide and is to begin at that
highway yt runs by Amos Allings house and to run westward through the Teer
where ye Path now goeth most of the way but at the west end to run a Little north
of the Path where it will better accommodate the highway. 132
Although Rose envisioned that the public could acquire these road lands “without purchase,” 133 it
seems that in New Haven at least, the landowner always received some compensation when the
road officially went into the record books, whether in the form of money or land. 134
More typically, community members served a different role in street creation: they were
petitioners, applying for new streets. These requests are indicative of the collaborative, publicprivate method of planning. Unlike informal path creation, in collaborative planning, the
government had a more active role in determining the bounds of the new street. Petitions could
come from either individuals or groups, and the government’s role varied from minimal to
significant.
Sometimes, the government seems merely to have acted as a middleman between
landowners, facilitating and addressing one individual’s desire or need to cross the land of his
neighbor.135 For example, in 1750, Nathaniel Sperry petitioned the townsmen for a new public
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road out in the fields northeast of the Nine Squares.136 The highway would cut through the land
of one of Sperry’s neighbors, Samuel Darling, and lead to Sperry’s parcel. The townsmen first
appointed two representatives to go view the place.137 They returned to the next proprietors’
meeting having approved Sperry’s suggestion and having made an agreement with Darling. 138
The signed deed in the Land Records states that for dedicating to the public a strip of land twenty
feet wide through his land, Darling received four and a half acres adjacent to the farm of one of
Sperry’s relatives. 139 It is unclear whether the land Darling received was public land belonging to
the proprietors, or maybe Sperry’s own land. Although the road was public, it was thus largely
motivated by a single individual’s need to gain access through his neighbor’s land.
The government usually acted as more than facilitator, though; more often, it seems that
the committee of two or three individuals appointed by the townsmen or selectmen actually
surveyed the new road. Most of these petitions took a similar form, so a representative example
may suffice. Around 1758 or 1759, a group “Requested to Lay out a highway in [] New Haven”
close to East Haven, informing the selectmen that it was “very much needed and w[ould] be of
Publick advantage.”140 A group of selectmen then “repaired to said Place and viewed the
Circumstances thereof and found that it was absolutely necessary to have a highway Laid out for
the Bennifit [sic] of the Inhabitants of said New Haven.” 141 The selectmen then surveyed a long
highway which crossed the land of several different landowners.142 The landowners and
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selectmen negotiated over consideration for the land taken; at least one of the landowners in this
particular case received just over seven pounds for the strip he granted to the town. 143
Sometimes the government had a very strong role in shaping infrastructural development,
by opposing a resident’s request for a new road. But they had to go through a type of adversarial,
court-mediated process to do so.144 On occasion, the New Haven government does seem to have
contested the roadways proposed by members of the public. In the winter of 1766-67, a group led
by individual petitioner Caleb Hitchcock asked the County Court to “Send a Committee to view
the Necessity of having a highway as mentioned in [the] Petition.” 145 The townsmen appointed a
committee to “view said place or places and any other place or places where it may be thought
Necessary to have highway or highways for the Good of the Publick and report their opinion
upon the whole unto the Next Town meeting.”146 After viewing the location, the committee
evidently found a problem with the roadway. They reported back that “they were of the opinion
that it would be best for the Town to oppose said Petition at the County Court. Whereupon this
meeting do appoint Capt. Amos Hitchcock, Mr. St’n Ball, and Deacon David Austin a
Committee to oppose said Petition at said County Court.”147 Although there is no County Court
record of this particular dispute, it seems the government and Hitchcock eventually came to
some kind of agreement about the plan. In 1771, just four years later, Caleb Hitchcock and his
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neighbor were compensated for a new highway laid out through their holdings. 148 Although the
government played a significant role in street planning when they chose to oppose roadways, it is
important to note that the adversarial process prevented the government from unilaterally
overruling plans by the community. Instead, it permitted community members and the selectmen
to compete for control of infrastructural decisions in front of a theoretically neutral court,
perhaps incentivizing bargaining between community members and the government over
roadway locations.
In sum, residents had a large part in determining the contours of new roads. But the
government’s ability to be either partner or adversary helped protect the system from abuses –
for example, by limiting the chance that a purely self-interested road, one solely beneficial for
the petitioner, as opposed to the public, could be created. As opposed to comprehensive
planning, piecemeal planning had the major advantage of allowing local residents with first-hand
knowledge about their communities to help determine the location of the roads. And whether
they merely ratified a decision or actually surveyed the street, the government still carried out
provision of the road, avoiding the problems associated with private provision of roadways. 149
2.

Highway Exchange

The system of highway exchange, officially established by Connecticut law in 1727,150
also shaped piecemeal development during this time. By “highway exchange,” I refer to the
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power that the selectmen gained to exchange highways in order to procure new highways. There
were two huge advantages to this system. First, because it allowed the selectmen to relocate
unsuccessful roads, it was extremely flexible. Second, it was extremely cheap, permitting the
selectmen to compensate landowners in kind, even when currency may have been scarce.
The highway exchange system rendered many infrastructural decisions subject to a sort
of Darwinian selection: roads which were used survived, while those which were underused or
unused were recycled back to the proprietors, who could then use them to purchase other land.
This system allowed the selectmen to plan both preemptively and responsively. They could try to
anticipate where a suitable road would go, but could also get rid of that road if settlement
patterns required a different one elsewhere. There were definite limits to when the system would
be useful. Typically, the only people who desired small strips of highway were adjacent
landowners, who would often give up other sections of their land for a new highway as part of
the exchange. 151
Even if the number of parties interested in obtaining small sections of highway was
small, it is evident that the highway exchange system was beneficial for both the selectmen and
adjacent landowners. There are multiple records of community members petitioning the
selectmen to exchange a highway near their land, indicating their interest in obtaining the strip at
the cost of another part of their property.152 Joseph Basset, for example, requested in 1749 that
the selectmen grant him part of an old highway near some land he stood to inherit. 153 The
proprietors of the town determined an exchange would be appropriate, and appointed a
151
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committee to visit Basset so that Basset could “Initiate ye proprietors to yt land which [he]
propose[s] to l[e]t ye proprietors have.”154 The committee laid out a new road through Basset’s
land, and in exchange, he received rights to the old public highway adjacent to his father’s
former holding. 155 For whatever reason, old highways were attractive land for adjacent
proprietors, and the demand for former highway strips seems to have been significant enough
that the selectmen and proprietors could frequently trade them.
The highway exchange system also allowed the selectmen to capitalize on a resource
which had become of limited value to them and the public, but which did have value for adjacent
landowners. This was incredibly advantageous: it made the cost of new development extremely
low, probably allowing more development to occur. One might argue that the highway land was
more valuable to the proprietors than money, but that was clearly not the case. For example, in
planning one new road in 1769, the proprietors directed the committee that they should “find
waste Land or needless highways to Dispose of” in order to purchase the new road, and only if
that was insufficient were they “ordered to draw out of the Town Treasury.”156
There is evidence that at times throughout the later eighteenth century, the New Haven
government was rather currency-poor, making highway exchange critically important in
allowing new development to continue. New Haven struggled to pay in specie for some of its
projects, in particular, Dragon Bridge over the Quinnipiac River, a project which was initiated
during the Revolutionary War, but not close to completed until the 1790s due to debts and
funding struggles.157 On at least some occasions in the late 1700s, the town was taken to the
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County Court or General Assembly over small debts that it could not pay. 158 Although the
government could theoretically have sold the pieces of highway to adjacent landowners, then
used the money to purchase new highway land, this appears not to have happened. One possible
reason is this: with currency often scarce159 and the government in debt, landowners may not
have had the available cash to purchase highway strips from the town. Late eighteenth-century
newspaper ads in New Haven advertised that stores would accept a variety of non-currency items
for payment; Roger Sherman’s store, for example, accepted as payment “Wheat, Rye, Corn,
Oats, white Beans, Flax-Seed, Butter, Cheese, Pork, Beef, Flour, Hoops, Staves, Heading,
Boards, Plank, Hay, Wood, Geese Feathers, Tow-Cloth, Check, Flannel, and all kinds of Public
Securities.”160 The highway exchange system bypassed the problems posed by currency scarcity
and valuation, offering a simple method by which the selectmen could barter their highway
assets for new highways. And indeed, the system was used frequently: highway exchange
accounted for just short of a third of all highway creation during the period from 1750-1784, a
total of about seventy-one exchanges. 161
Together with the other form of in-kind exchanges – grants of other common land, not
abandoned highway – land and highways were used to pay for half of all new highway
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Figure 6 (Compensation Patterns in New Highway Construction, 1750-1784).162

construction between 1750 and 1784.163 The flexibility of being able to pay with common land
may have solved one possible problem with the highway exchange system: what to do if
abandoned highway land was scarce. Indeed, after 1769 (and thus, in the midst of the town’s
rapid growth period), the amount of highway exchange relative to land payment decreased, not to
rise again until after the Revolutionary War. This may be due to increasing traffic on highways,
and hence, fewer abandoned highways to use in the exchange system. Still, being able to grant
regular parcels of common land had many of the same advantages as being able to pay in
abandoned highway land. And because highway exchange persisted alongside the use of
common lands to purchase highways, other advantages remained: if a highway was deemed
unsuccessful, it could still be recycled for a new highway, supporting piecemeal development
and allowing the selectmen to assess and respond to demand for streets (or in many cases,
minimizing the impact of the lack of demand for a particular roadway).
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Figure 7 (Amount of Highway Compensation Relative to Common Land Compensation, 1750-1784).

3.

Responsive Planning

Both resident involvement and highway exchange, features of incremental development
in New Haven, provided the government with good feedback on the roadway system and its
shortcomings. Hence, the government was able to engage in what I call responsive planning, or
planning that was shaped by existing settlement patterns. Responsive planning allowed the town
government to take advantage of resident knowledge indirectly, by planning according to their
expressed preferences on the best lands for living, farming, and doing business. The choices
residents actually made about where to live and work were a valuable source of information that
the selectmen could use in planning street grids which would support economic and social life.
The most major shift in settlement patterns within central New Haven was a movement
toward the water. Looking at the map of 1724, we can see that rather than being dispersed
throughout the settled Nine Squares, many homesteads were situated either on the creeks or on
the harbor.164 The map of 1748 confirms that the most crowded areas of downtown New Haven
were the areas closest to waterways, not the areas of the Nine Squares most distant from them. 165
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Critically, the infrastructure near the water often developed around new settlement
patterns; in other words, land was not granted on a pre-established highway, but instead, the
highway followed the settlement. Some of the street creation took the form of “grant-andreserve” planning – early settlers would petition for land in a particular area, and the town
authorities would require them to leave space for a new street. Take, for example, the creation of
Water Street, a long road that tracks New Haven harbor: in the 1650s, the town government
granted settlers land near the water, provided they leave room for a “Cart highway” somewhere
across their properties, allowing them some discretion over where exactly it would go.166 Water
Street thus developed piecemeal, based on where settlers had located their homesteads. What is
now Fleet Street also appears to be the result of grant-and-reserve planning, rather than a road
planned in advance of settlement.167
As for the other harbor streets, they were not created by the initial grant of land, but
instead were created after settlers located their households there. Most of the streets near the
harbor were officially established between 1750 and 1775, at the same time that the harbor was
emerging as centrally important to New Haven’s economy. Union Street was laid out after
several residents had already taken up home lots around that area.168 Fair Street was also the
result of incremental planning, after a transaction with the heirs of a landowner whose parcel
stood between State Street and Union Street.169 The reason for creating lower Olive Street (south
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of Chapel) was explicitly mentioned as the need to establish a road to the water for residents on
that side of town.170 Piecemeal planning allowed the government to respond to the demand for
streets and adjust for settlement preferences, particularly important for the many New Haven
residents who chose to reside near the harbor. The following map from 1824 depicts these five
incrementally-planned streets, Union Street, Fleet Street, Fair Street, Water Street, and Olive
Street, and illustrates the results of piecemeal planning:
Figure 8 (Map of Incrementally-Planned Streets Near the Harbor, 1824).171

Around the harbor, the resulting street plan was more akin to the typical New England
pattern of “folk” development, as opposed to the advance-planning of the Nine Squares. And
indeed, as in other New England towns, these streets were formed incrementally. Presumably,
to another highway, presumably Union Street). In exchange, the Hall sisters received forty-eight pounds, fifteen
shillings. Id.
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many of the other small streets, alleys, and lanes depicted on the 1824 map were also the result
of piecemeal planning, created in response to demand as settlers chose where to build homes and
shops. Accordingly, these roads are more irregularly shaped and more deferent to topography
and existing landholding patterns. Infrastructure followed from settlement, rather than vice versa.

III.

FURTHER SUBDIVISION OF THE NINE SQUARES: THE NEED FOR NEW STREETS
While the surrounding area developed incrementally, as described above, the streets

within the Nine Squares remained relatively unchanged. In local parlance, the streets were
probably still identified either by the names of older proprietors who had resided nearby, or else
the current occupants.172 But by 1775, they had at least begun to acquire names. 173 Downtown
New Haven was still defined by the regularity of the squares, which made a great impression on
visitors. On seeing New Haven for the first time, the visitor Thomas Pownall described it as
follows:
[T]he Traveller has from the hills an enchanting view of the Vale and the Town; a
Town of Trading, and the Harbour full of Vessels. The town is built on a regular
designed plan. Is a Square, has a Place or Square in the middle, from the angles of
which go off in right lines eight Streets. The Houses are all built in the English
fashion. In the center of the Square is a fine Meeting House with its Spire like our
English churches.174
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See Vote of September 23, 1784, in BYE LAWS OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN IN CONNECTICUT 1 (1803) (still
using names of local proprietors to refer to the new streets, e.g., “Cooper’s corner”).
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Some were based purely on their geographical location: Grove Street was known as “North Street,” and York
Street as “West Street.” Atwater, The Town of New Haven, supra note 109, at 32; DEXTER, supra note 86, at 52.
Others were based on local features: Chapel, College, and Elm streets, named for the church, Yale, and New
Haven’s first two trees, have retained the same names that they have had since at least 1775. Atwater, The Town of
New Haven, supra note 109, at 32. Church Street was called “Market Street” because of its proximity to the green
and the traditional center of commerce. George Street was called “Leather Lane,” id., probably because of the
several tanneries located there. See Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven, 1748 (Engraving, 1806)). State Street was
known as “Queen Street,” perhaps the only street without a readily identifiable local source for its name. Atwater,
The Town of New Haven, supra note 109, at 32; DEXTER, supra note 86, at 52.
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(Lois Mulkearn ed., 2d ed. Arno Press 1976) (1949).
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In 1754, then, Pownall described an infrastructure hardly different from the one originally laid
out. Despite the growing number of lots, people, houses, and shops, the central part of New
Haven in the 1750s had the same streets and blocks it had a century earlier.
A.

Development Within the Nine Squares Prior to 1784

Most of the economic and social life of the town was funneled into the Nine Squares, the
heart of New Haven. New Haven historian Douglas Rae has referred to the infrastructure
surrounding the seaport as an “umbilicus through which the central squares sucked up
commercial opportunity from afar.”175 As New Haven’s role in commerce increased during the
1700s, the “compact part” of the city, as Yale President Ezra Stiles called it,176 was beginning to
fill with new residences and new stores. With the increase in the number of dwellings, it is safe
to assume that more people than ever were living on the eight major streets. The figure below
depicts a constant increase in the number of dwellings built within the Nine Squares:
Table 1. Growth in Number of Dwellings in Nine Squares Environs.177

Year
Dwellings

1724
157

1742
165178

175

1775
370

1787
466

1798
596

DOUGLAS W. RAE, CITY: URBANISM AND ITS END 40 (2003).
3 THE LITERARY DIARY OF EZRA STILES, D.D., L.L.D.: PRESIDENT OF YALE COLLEGE 17 (Franklin Bowditch
Dexter ed., 1901) [hereinafter DIARY OF EZRA STILES].
177
The first three numbers attesting to the number of dwellings come from a count done by Ezra Stiles in 1782,
compiled after consultation with a local eighty-one year old man able to give him an account of the landscape in
1724. The final two numbers come from official counts done by local newspapers. The number for 1787, from
Connecticut Magazine, is recorded in Stiles’s diary. The second, appearing in the Connecticut Journal, is reprinted
in Edward Atwater’s book on the city. 3 DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at 15-17, 288-89; Edward E.
Atwater, Annals of the City of New Haven from its Incorporation in 1784 to its Centennial in 1784, in HISTORY OF
THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, supra note 83, at 80, 88-89.
178
This number, from the memory of President Stiles, is probably too low. I counted the number of structures
appearing on the 1724, 1748, and 1775 maps, and came out with the following numbers of structures: in 1724, about
165 structures; in 1748, 390 structures; in 1775, about 450 structures. Although these are far from official numbers,
they suggest that Stiles’s number is a bit under what it should be, perhaps by about 50-100. Thomas Trowbridge
asserts that there were probably about 225 total buildings in this period, which would also be consistent with a
higher number than that given by Stiles. See Trowbridge, supra note 112, at 201.
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However, growth was not equally paced among all the blocks. To examine the growth in
each of the squares, I have counted the number of structures that appear within each square in
three maps of New Haven: the Brown Map of 1724,179 the Wadsworth Map of 1748,180 and the
Stiles Map of 1775.181 All three maps were drawn by locals within a short time of the years they
claim to depict. Unfortunately, it is probably unwise to rely on the maps for providing a precise
number of buildings, since they were not the result of official surveys. Nevertheless, despite their
shortcomings, the numbers of buildings depicted on the maps do provide us with a good idea
about the relative densities in each square over this time period.182 I number the blocks based
upon their distance from the harbor. In other words, Block 1 is the southeast block nearest to the
water, bounded by George and State streets.183 The following map illustrates this:

179

The map for the year 1724 was drawn by Joseph Brown, and copied by Ezra Stiles in 1782. At that time, Brown
was still living at the age of 81, and provided Stiles with the identities of the occupants to the best of his memory.
Atwater, The Town of New Haven, supra note 109, at 24.
180
The map for the year 1748 was drawn by General James Wadsworth in red, blue, and black ink. It is probably
from an actual survey; it records the names and occupations of the residents, and the different colors of ink appear to
indicate the material composition of the structures (primarily whether they were wood or stone). See Appendix 3
(Map of New Haven, 1748). The Wadsworth map was copied and engraved in 1806 by Thomas Kensett. I use the
number of structures that appear on the original, although the number of structures which appear on the later
engraving are consistent. See Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven, 1748 (Engraving, 1806)).
181
The 1775 map was drawn by Ezra Stiles, and appears in his diary in the year 1778. 2 DIARY OF EZRA STILES,
supra note 176, at 275; see Appendix 5 (Map of New Haven, 1775).
182
For example, although I used the Wadsworth map of 1748 to count numbers of structures, the number of
dwellinghouses depicted on Stiles’s map of the squares in 1742 is fairly consistent in terms of overall density. Both
show less density in the upper three squares and increased activity in the lower squares, particularly Block 9. See 3
THE LITERARY DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at 17.
183
See Appendix 9 (Settlement Patterns Within the Nine Squares). I have excluded the green; although the number
of structures changed slightly as a few additional public buildings were added to the square, because no one was
constructing homes or shops there, the need for a street through the green was not dependent on density.
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Figure 9. Representative Map of the Nine Squares with Squares Numbered.184

Counting each of the separate, free-standing structures in each square, one arrives at the
following numbers for each year:

Table 2. Pace of Development in Each Square, 1724-1775.

Year
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5
Block 6
Block 7
Block 8

1724
14
9
12
11
10
16
10
5

1748
27
22
22
25
14
25
17
14

184

1775
47
44
37
30
23
25
19
18

Note that I have not included all of the streets which extended from the Nine Squares: just Mill Lane, Neck Lane,
and what became Broadway. These seem to have been the major arteries, so I have chosen to include them as
reference points.
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Some general observations about the distribution of settlement over the course of the
1700s can be made. First, in 1724, development within the Nine Squares was relatively uniform.
With the exception of Block 8, the block most distant from the water, each square held between
ten and eighteen percent of the buildings, nearly splitting them evenly among the squares. 185 But
by 1748, development had begun to skew toward the squares nearest to the harbor (Blocks 1, 2,
3, and 4). By 1775, the difference in density between the upper and lower squares had become
even more significant. Whereas in 1724, the three squares on George Street (Blocks 1, 2, and 4)
held just over a third of the structures in the Nine Squares, in 1775, they held close to half. In
absolute numbers, these squares held somewhere around thirty-four structures in 1724; in 1775,
they held over one hundred and twenty.
The changes in patterns of development in the Nine Squares can probably be attributed to
the location of two important resources: the water and the fields. As New Haven became more of
a commercial town, the importance of waterways for shipping and receiving goods grew. In
particular, the closeness to the harbor (as well as what remained of the creeks) probably became
of increasing importance to merchants seeking land in the Nine Squares. Accordingly, we would
expect to see heightened development in Blocks 1, 2, and 3. However, agrarian landholders
within the Nine Squares probably cared less about the harbor and more about their proximity to
the roadways that led to the vast farm fields surrounding the town. As an example, it is
significant that Block 6 retained a high level of development, despite its distance from the water;
Block 6 was near what became Broadway, a path to the fields in the western part of the town.
Similarly, some of the development in Block 5 can probably be attributed to the location of Neck
and Mill Lanes, the road to the fields where many other citizens had their holdings. It is logical
that local farmers would want to situate their dwellings close to these roads.
185

See Appendix 9 (Settlement Patterns Within the Nine Squares).
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Some of the patterns of development in the lower three squares are also attributable to the
construction of stores and shops. The location of the traditional marketplace at the junction of
Chapel and College streets was likely important to enterprising New Haveners considering where
to offer their commercial goods and services. Locating a shop in that area downtown probably
facilitated tapping into a ready customer base. The town already had a sort of “commercial
district” by the 1780s, primarily on Chapel Street, but also on College and State Streets.186
Figure 10 (Map from 1775 Showing Privately-Formed Streets in the Nine Squares).187

Sometime between 1750 and 1775, as New Haven experienced its economic boom,
members of the citizenry began to create small alleys or streets within the Nine Squares, on the
186

The map of 1748 shows many merchants and shopkeepers on these streets. See Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven,
1748 (Engraving, 1806)).
187
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busiest commercial blocks. The maps produced in the mid-1770s show Gregson Street, a small,
irregular street with multiple buildings on it; they also show Hubbard Street, probably named for
nearby resident Leverett Hubbard.188 Landowners in these regions appear to have coordinated to
create streets where they were necessary. As in many other regions in the town, community
members were driving development where there was demand for new roadways.
However, in 1784, the selectmen of the newly incorporated city of New Haven took over
development within the Nine Squares, choosing to subdivide each block (with the exception of
the green) into four blocks. The story of the re-subdivision of the Nine Squares has never before
been told in detail, and is unfortunately somewhat limited by the fact that records for each block
do not exist or are lost. Still, the remainder of this Part seeks to explain how and why the
government subdivided the squares the way they did – a history which identifies the time and
cost required to subdivide the squares, in the process illustrating some of the problems posed by
comprehensive plans in the colonial period.
B.

The New Streets Re-Subdividing the Nine Squares

On September 23, 1784, just nine months after becoming officially incorporated and
chartered as a city, the New Haven selectmen voted at a city meeting to not only rename the
original eight streets in New Haven, but also to create new streets within the original Nine
Squares. The by-law appeared in the New Haven Gazette on October 14, 1784:
VOTED, That the Streets in the City of New-Haven be named as follows,
viz. The Street from Capt. Samuel Munson’s corner to Thomas Howell, Esq’r’s
shop—STATE STREET. The Street from Cooper’s corner to Capt. Robert
Brown’s corner—CHURCH STREET. The Street from Dixwell’s corner to
Dunbar’s corner---COLLEGE STREET. The Street from Tench’s corner to
Andrews’s corner—YORK STREET. The Street from Capt. Samuel Munson’s
corner to Tench’s corner—GROVE STREET. The Street from Bishop’s corner to
Darling’s corner—ELM STREET. The Street from Rhodes’s corner to Mr. Isaac
Doolittle’s corner—CHAPEL STREET. The Street from Andrews’s corner to
188

See Appendix 5 (Map of New Haven, 1775 Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven, 1748 (Engraving, 1806)).
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Thomas Howell, Esqr’s shop—GEORGE STREET. . . . The Street from Grove
Street across the squares, a little west of Pierpont Edwards, Esqr’s. thence over
into George Street—ORANGE STREET. The Street across the middle squares in
front of the State House and other public buildings—TEMPLE STREET. The
Street between the dwelling-houses, where Mr. Timothy Jones, deceased dwelt,
and where Mr. David Austin, jun. now lives up through the square to the green,
and across the opposite square, near the new gaol—COURT STREET. The Street
across the upper squares from Grove-Street to George Street which runs between
the dwelling house and store of Henry Daggett, Esq.—HIGH STREET. The Street
from Mr. Joseph Howell’s, across the squares between the old and new houses of
Mr. Joel Atwater—CROWN STREET. . . .
Teste, TIMOTHY JONES, Clerk.189
Given the completeness of the Town Records, it is striking that there is no mention of the
decision to divide the streets. As it appears from the records, no committee was appointed to
investigate whether new highways within the Nine Squares would be of public benefit. There are
no records of surveyors discussing the matter with affected landowners. But it would be a
mistake to assume there was no investigation and opposition, as the records might seem to
indicate. The best sources for ascertaining what happened during the division of the Nine
Squares are preserved in the New Haven Land Records and Connecticut Archives, in a few pages
of records that reveal the people responsible for the Nine Squares re-subdivision and the
difficulties the committee faced in trying to open the streets.
On September 22, 1783, a year before the by-law, a petition arrived at the Connecticut
General Assembly. It was signed by hundreds of residents of the New Haven “town plat,”190
local vernacular for the Nine Squares environs. The petition requested that the residents of the
New Haven town plat be permitted to form a corporation to better govern and regulate the
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NEW HAVEN GAZETTE, No. 23, October 14, 1784, at 3, microformed on Film An N413:1 (on file at Sterling
Memorial Library, Yale University).
190
Petition of the Inhabitants of the Town Plat of New Haven, (No. 1a), microformed on 10 Towns and Lands, 2d
Series, Connecticut Archives (Connecticut State Library, Hartford, CT).
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Figure 11 (Representative Map of the “New” Nine Squares Streets Today).

Note: the red outlines the original Nine Squares, the green surrounds the New Haven Green,
and the streets highlighted in orange are the new streets created in 1784.

city.191 The main impetus for incorporation was better local control over trade: the group stated
that “by their local circumstances they are utterly unable to gain subsistence by agriculture…they
have been obliged to turn their attention to commerce.”192 After the difficulties of the
Revolutionary War, the New Haven group stated that they were “renewing their efforts to extend
that commerce so necessary for them.” One of the powers they requested was to be able to lay
out “streets and highways [] commodious for business” within the town plat. 193
This document is a clue to the main reason the selectmen seem to have wanted new
streets within the Nine Squares in 1784: smaller blocks of smaller lots were more desirable. Long

191

Id. at 1b.
Id. at 1a.
193
Id.
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before 1784, the spacious home lots granted to the first group of settlers had been divided and
subdivided into smaller lots. Almost immediately after the initial settlement, several of the large
home lots within the Nine Squares were split into smaller pieces and sold off. 194 People wanted
to live and work near the center of the town, and the large blocks did not make settling the
downtown blocks with the optimum number of residents possible. Creating smaller lots fronting
on new streets would have increased aggregate land value by facilitating lot subdivision. If the
owner of a Nine Squares lot wanted to sell off an internal portion of his lot to a new owner, the
creation of a new public street with direct access to that lot would have made the land much
more desirable.
Moreover, the new demand for smaller lots may also be due to New Haven’s growing
commercial character. The smaller lots were not lots for large gardens and small-scale farming;
they were lots on which the men primarily intended to build homes, warehouses, and shops. 195
Accordingly, many of the new houses and lots purchased along the water and in the suburbs
quarter were more densely packed than the spacious lots within the Nine Squares.196 Although
the crowding of the blocks by houses and stores is a second possible reason for opening more
streets, it seems less likely that this was the primary reason for the decision to divide. While
some blocks were indeed uniformly fronted by buildings, others were very sparsely populated.
As late as 1799, even after the blocks had been subdivided, a visitor to New Haven remarked that
some of the houses in the Nine Squares were “detached, with considerable intervals, from one
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See NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 55, at 371 (noting subdivision of Samuel Eaton’s
former lot on the corner of Elm and York into two smaller lots fronting York Street); id. at 116 (noting subdivision
of Owen Rowe’s lot near the Green into three rectangular strips fronting Church Street).
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NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 57, at 425 (noting John Sackett’s request to build a shop);
id. at 384 (noting Jon Pryor’s request for a shop by the “waterside”); id. at 400 (Bradly requests a shop “creekside”);
id. at 440 (Mansfield’s request for creekside land for a shop).
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another.”197 More likely, the subdivision ensured that the deep lots could be split up and sold off,
making more downtown lot space available for new residents to build homes and shops.
There is another reason why the selectmen may have chosen to divide the streets when
they did. There were planned subdivisions occurring at exactly this time in two of the most
important cities in colonial America: Philadelphia and New York. As in New Haven, the blocks
planned in early Philadelphia were somewhat large: 425 feet by 675 feet, or 425 feet by 500 feet
(although this hardly compares to New Haven’s enormous blocks).198 By 1762, they had begun
to be cut up by narrow alleys and streets.199 Between 1762 and 1794, most of the large blocks
(though not all) in Philadelphia were divided into anywhere between two and four blocks. 200
New York, meanwhile, had been comfortably developing block-by-block in extremely irregular
fashion over the course of the 1700s.201 But in the 1760s, the city appointed a surveyor to lay out
a subdivision of some of the blocks on the west side of Manhattan, creating small rectangular
blocks.202 Given the timing of these other city planning initiatives, the subdivision of New
Haven’s blocks may not be a coincidence. The New Haven selectmen may have felt that
cosmopolitan cities were moving toward smaller block sizes, and accordingly, decided to reduce
the size of New Haven’s blocks.
Who was actually responsible for the plan? A single record from 1787 reveals that “the
Committee appointed to lay out streets in [the] city” was composed of Stephen Ball, Jeremiah
Atwater, Michael Todd, David Austin, Joseph Howell, and James Hillhouse.203 These men were
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giants within the town, not merely a group of inexperienced freemen or surveyors. Deacon Ball
lived on Chapel Street between Yale College and Henry Daggett’s lands, and his house sat across
the street from the mayor’s. 204 He had served as a town selectman as early as 1766,205 rendering
him probably near sixty years of age by this time. Jeremiah Atwater was from one of the families
that originally settled New Haven; he, too, had a background in town government stretching back
to at least 1768, and was in his fifties. Todd was the oldest gentleman on the committee; he was
born in New Haven in 1713, and Yale President Ezra Stiles called him a “very learned man.”206
Austin was among the New Haveners wounded in the Revolutionary War, 207 and served as one
of the city’s first four aldermen under Mayor Roger Sherman.208 Howell and Hillhouse were
probably the least senior members of the group. Joseph Howell had received a single vote in the
aldermanic elections of 1784,209 but appears almost nowhere else in New Haven history, aside
from having become a freeman in 1769.210 All six men were either aldermen or members of New
Haven’s first city common council, a group composed of twenty leading freemen of the town.211
Hillhouse was barely thirty in 1784, but his uncle James Abraham Hillhouse was one of
New Haven’s leading citizens. 212 James A. Hillhouse and his wife Mary were childless, and had
adopted James from his father and moved him to New Haven when he was fairly young. 213
James A. Hillhouse was a wealthy lawyer in the town with a mansion near Grove and Church
streets. He died unexpectedly in 1776, thrusting twenty-two-year-old James into the
204

A map of his house comes to us courtesy of a freak lightning bolt that struck his home in 1788, killing a young
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responsibility of caring for his adoptive mother and her relatives. 214 Hillhouse claimed not to
have inherited any of his uncle’s money until he was in his seventies, but in the unlikely event
this was so, he probably traded on his uncle’s reputational capital. 215 Despite his young age,
Hillhouse the younger quickly amassed a fair number of accomplishments. He was a Yale
graduate, a law student, and a patriotic Revolutionary War captain. 216 Although most of the other
members of the street committee were probably closer to his father and uncle’s ages, he probably
matched them in community stature, and by virtue of his youth, may have surpassed them in
energy and ability.
The by-law published in the newspaper in 1784 which named the streets and described
the new layout would seem to indicate that all the streets would be laid out at once. According to
that law, all the streets were ordered to be fully cut through the squares right away. This was far
from reality. Street by street, piece by piece, the selectmen faced different struggles in their
efforts to lay out the new roads. Some of these problems are detailed in the following
subsections.
1.

Evidence of Resistance: Orange, Temple, and High Streets

The by-law establishing the streets was passed on September 23, 1784. Two weeks later,
at a city meeting on October 11, 1784, the city government passed a resolution: “Voted, that
application be made to the Connecticut General Assembly at their next session, for a grant to this
city of more extensive powers respecting the laying out and opening of Streets and highways in
sd city.”217 Two of the town’s youngest and most successful individuals, Pierpont Edwards and
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James Hillhouse, were appointed to be a committee to bring the bill in front of the Assembly. 218
Hillhouse has already been introduced; Edwards was also a lawyer, and in his mid-thirties.
Shortly, he would become speaker of the House of the Connecticut General Assembly, a member
of the Connecticut Constitutional Convention, and, later in life, serve as a district court judge. 219
The timing of this request from Hillhouse and Edwards suggests a link between the
powers requested and the problems that the selectmen were facing in laying out the Nine Squares
roads. The procedure that Hillhouse and Edwards agitated for would be more accelerated than
the standard procedure under Connecticut law. Under the procedures they requested to use in the
city, an aggrieved landowner in New Haven would only have one month to apply to the court,
which would have to meet within one week to decide on the merits of the complaint.220 More
importantly, the Act stated that the city would pay the bill for convening the court, but only if the
complaining landowner had “just cause” to complain; otherwise, the aggrieved owner would
bear the cost.221 This must have been a powerful deterrent against challenging new roads. If the
landowner did not complain within one month, then the aldermen could “after the end of two
months after laying out the same[,] be by said Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council laid out[,]
and may be occupied as a common highway.”222 If a landowner persisted in encroaching on the
new road, the Act reaffirmed the city government’s power to tear down and remove any
encroachment in the new streets without recompense.223
The New Haven government’s petition for more highway powers in 1784 corroborates
the evidence that at least some of New Haven’s residents opposed the new highways to some
218
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extent, especially Orange Street, Temple Street, and High Street. The record224 for Orange Street
serves as a representative example. The Orange Street Deed contains reference to a hearing
where the “parties having appeared by themselves or agents or attornies were fully heard.”225
The conclusion that part of Orange Street was contested is further supported by the fact that the
legal procedures for resisting a highway were being followed. The selectmen recorded that they
had given notice to those affected. They appointed a committee of disinterested freeholders –
three individuals from West Haven – to appraise the damages. More importantly, the highway
was left unopened for at least one year,226 which was prescribed by the state highway laws in the
event a landowner felt “aggrieved” by the new highway. 227 The deeds for Orange, Temple, and
High streets all followed this pattern. There are variations in the records which make it unlikely
that the language in each deed is merely boilerplate: only some of the records have references to
hearings with the parties or their attorneys, while others contain simple quitclaims or
relinquishments of the right to seek damages from the town.
Among the other unusual features of the records for Orange, Temple, and most of High
Street is the fact that no damages were paid. These new highways in the Nine Squares were laid
out without the city paying any compensation, even a trivial amount. In choosing to award no
damages, the appraisers seem to have taken into consideration the offsetting benefits the adjacent
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landowners would receive from a new road,228 although one could argue that any new road
created since 1650 had generated offsetting benefits for nearby owners, and that had never barred
compensation before.229
Figure 12 (Drawing of Chapel Street, c. 1786).230

Taking a fifty foot swath out of a downtown home lot probably affected a huge portion of
an owner’s property. By this time, the amount of street frontage each lot owner would have had
seems to have been very small. One merchant’s drawing of Chapel Street in the year 1786
depicts twenty-one separate lots (with more than twenty-one structures) on one side of the block
surrounded by Elm, State, Church, and Chapel (Block 3).231 Dividing the eight hundred and fifty
foot block width by twenty-one lots, that results in an average lot frontage of about forty feet –
meaning that each street could wipe out an entire home or store lot, or at the very least, a large
portion of one or two.
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Apart from the records of hearings which I have discussed, it is impossible to know what
kind of resident resistance there was, or whether the new roads were unpopular among the locals.
But of particular note is the fact that after creating the new highways in 1784 and implementing
them slowly over the next decades, the city of New Haven (as distinct from the town) did not
engage in any other formal street building project until 1799, with the exception of a highway
exchange with James Hillhouse’s adoptive mother for an unidentifiable, minor street on her land
near Grove Street.232 In 1799, the city resumed street creation, beginning with what is now
Humphrey Street, one half-mile north of Grove Street. During that taking, they awarded
monetary damages for most of the taken land, compensating almost all of the affected
landowners (with the exception of “David Humphrys” himself).233
2.

Structural Obstacles: Orange Street

The selectmen may have faced resistance from landowners, but they also faced physical
obstacles: structures standing in the paths of the new streets. The story of Orange Street indicates
how the selectmen quite literally “got around” the problem.
Of any of the new north-south streets in the city of New Haven, Orange Street would
seem to be the most urgent. Already by 1775, the piece of Orange Street extending from George
Street to Crown Street (or Hubbard Street, as it was called then) was opened, with structures
beginning to front on it.234
The deed establishing Orange Street reads as follows:
[B]eginning seventy three feet and a half East from the Easterly end of the
Dwellinghouse of Townsend and Denison formerly ye Dwellinghouse of James
Blakeslee on the Land of sd Townsend and Denison and runing [sic] through the
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Figure 13 (Representative Map of Structures and Residents Around Orange Street, c. 1784).235

Note: the orange lines represent the new Orange Street and Court Street.

Land of sd Townsend and Denison and the Land belonging to the heirs of Joseph
Noyes Decd in a direct line to ye front or west side of the barn of Pierpt Edwards
Esqr then runing through ye Land of sd Edwards and the land belonging to the
grammer [sic] school to the new highway this day laid out in front of ye
Dwellinghouse of Capt. Phineas Bradley . . . .236
The record goes on to state that laying out of the road would require the lands of Townsend and
Denison, the heirs of Joseph Noyes, Pierpont Edwards, the grammar school, and lastly, the heirs
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Please note that in the series of maps which follow, the locales are admittedly imperfect, although I can state with
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of Colonel Nathan Whiting.237 From certain landmarks mentioned in this deed, it is possible to
sketch what the neighborhood looked like in 1784. 238
Sketching the neighborhood reveals a peculiarity about the Orange Street Deed: it is
probable that Orange Street only went south from Grove Street as far as Court Street when it was
first laid out. The deed ends with Orange Street meeting the new road in front of Phineas
Bradley’s, which was Court Street.239 Laying out the road in the most northern square may have
been a priority: Orange Street provided a direct route from to the fields in the northeast part of
the city down into the Nine Squares, connecting the old Mill Lane to a main city artery. 240 But
the selectmen may also have decided to lay out upper Orange Street first simply because there
were fewer obstacles. The merchant’s drawing from 1786 that depicts Chapel Street shows no
sign of Orange Street cutting through on either side; both sides are covered in unbroken lines of
buildings, shops, and stores.241 If the selectmen had an aversion to building roads that would
affect standing structures, it may have been impossible to extend Orange Street into the lower
square at that time. According to that drawing from 1786, Orange Street would have gone
straight through the house of a Mr. “Pardee” had it extended through to Chapel Street.242 Many
years later, a New Haven newspaper published a rendering of Chapel Street around 1786
confirming that Orange Street was put in near or on Pardee’s lot, and his house had been
replaced by a bank. 243 The extension must only have occurred when the town secured properties
near Chapel Street and the lower square by a mechanism other than eminent domain.
Unfortunately, no record for this transaction exists.
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The location of a structure appears to be the likely cause of another strange feature of
Orange Street: once it was finally laid out, it did not connect to the small street in the
southernmost block which had formed by 1775, extending from Hubbard Street (now Crown
Street) to George Street. There are two possible explanations for the irregularity. First, the
selectmen may have thought it was more important to align Orange Street so that it would
connect to the radial lane out toward the upper quarters than it was to connect Orange Street to
the little street. But more likely, the selectmen’s aversion to affecting buildings seems to be part
of the explanation for the disconnected part of the street. The by-law establishing the street states
that Orange Street was to be located “a little west” of a house of Pierpont Edwards.244 The deed
states that Orange Street would run by his barn on its front or west side, 245 so the approximate
location of the barn is shown on the diagram above by the starred yellow marker. In laying out
the new street, the selectmen appear to have sacrificed geometric perfection to keep from
running over their fellow common councilman’s barn, instead plotting Orange Street west of
where its lowest part already ran. The party affected was a powerful individual involved in town
government, leaving us to wonder whether his ability to prevent the road from adversely
affecting his property is evidence of a conflict of interest. Unfortunately, the records cannot
confirm or refute this claim. In any case, the irregularity in Orange Street still exists today.
3.

Holdouts: Temple and Wall Streets

The selectmen would seem to have had a major advantage in laying out Temple Street.
One of the blocks they needed to bisect was the central green, which they already controlled. But
even this deed references a hearing. The record establishing Temple Street stated as follows:
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Vote of September 23, 1784, supra note 172, at 1.
Orange Street Deed, supra note 225, at 9-10.
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We the mayor aldermen and common council of the city of New Haven having
duly notified the proprietors246 of the land do survey layout and establish a new
street in the City of New Haven fifty feet in width beginning fifty feet
northwesterly from the northeasterly corner of Capt. John Mixes land lying upon
the street that runs past the Dwellinghouse of James Hillhouse and running
through the land of Capt. John Mix and through the land of Mr. John Pierpoint in
a direct line with the front of the courthouse and meeting houses and then the
same direction through the land of Palitiah [sic] Webster to the other high way
this day laid out through the lower part of said Websters land on front of the new
house now building by Jeremiah Atwater and said street is to extend easterly fifty
feet in breadth from said westerly line in a range with said Public Buildings
through the land of said Palatiah Webster John Pierpont and John Mix and small
strip upon the land of the heirs of Sam Mix Decd to be and remain an open public
street for the use of said City forever which street is called Temple Street.247
Prior to the hearing, the same three men from West Haven were appointed to view the damages
to the Temple Street landholders. 248 While it is impossible to definitively name those who
resisted the new streets, it is plausible that John Mix was one of them. The Mix family lands
seem to have been fairly large and fairly valuable: it was needed for both Temple Street and Wall
Street.249
Wall Street was not included in the original 1784 by-law establishing the new streets.250
It may have been an afterthought; a glance at the 1775 map demonstrates that the upper squares
were very sparsely settled and relatively separated from the growing commercial district south of
them.251 Still, in 1787, the city recorded a deed establishing Wall Street, which would be forty
feet wide and extend from State Street west to Temple Street.252 Wall Street was ten feet
narrower than both Orange and Temple streets, possibly because those north-south streets led
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Figure 14 (Representative Map of Structures and Residents Around Temple Street, c. 1784).

Note: the orange lines represent the new streets, Crown Street and Temple Street.

directly to the roads to the fields and the selectmen may have anticipated more traffic there. The
first Wall Street Deed stated that the road would run in a line until it approached the boundary
between the lands of John Mix and Israel Munson standing on College Street,253 but through that
1787 deed, it was only extended as far as Temple Street.
Indeed, the extension of Wall Street through to College Street was not accomplished until
both Capt. John Mix and his son, John Mix Jr., had died, at which point the townsmen were able
to access the land by settling a debt from the estate.254 With the records that exist for Wall Street,
it may be possible to identify the holdout as John Mix Jr. The younger Mix was a graduate of
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Id.
Id.
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Yale in 1778. 255 In 1785, he leased the grammar school land around Court and Orange streets
and opened a public house called the “Assembly Room” there in 1786. The newspapers are full
of advertisements from Mix seeking violinists, cooks, and waiters, or offering dancing lessons. 256
Mix offered special parties for Yale’s commencement; in 1787, he posted in a New Haven
newspaper seeking “Turkeys, Fowl’s Eggs; also Butter, Cheese, Hog’s Lard, and a number of
other articles” for the graduation festivities. 257
So long as Mix was residing near College Street on his family’s lands, identified by the
starred marker in the diagram above, Wall Street could not progress through. But when Mix died,
the selectmen acted immediately to finish extending Wall Street through the block. Mix died in
debt $208.32 to the city of New Haven. The strip of land needed for Wall Street was appraised at
$134, a not insignificant sum for a swath which was only two-hundred-and-twenty-eight feet
long and twenty-six feet, eight inches wide. 258 At just over twenty-five feet wide, Mix’s land
only constituted half the piece needed to extend the forty-foot-wide road through to College
Street. The two landholders who held the other pieces – John H. Lynde, who lived near Temple
and Wall, 259 and Elizur Goodrich – were prominent lawyers in the city,260 and both had some
involvement with city government.261 With no shortage of civic spirit, both Lynde and Goodrich
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turned over their small pieces of land for Wall Street after Mix’s death, in 1816 and 1817, for the
minimal consideration of one dollar a piece. 262
The focus thus far on the holdout problem at Wall Street neglects one other curious
feature of the Temple Street Deed: Temple Street did not extend from Crown to George. Had it
extended all the way to George Street, it would have affected the land of one of the street
committee members: Jeremiah Atwater. This may have been a self-interested holdout: like Mix,
Atwater seems to have had a deep and valuable lot capable of holding a large garden and
multiple structures. Atwater had built at least two houses on his land for himself and a child, and
it seems likely that the new house would have been directly affected had the street progressed all
the way through.263 More optimistically, Temple Street may not have been extended for the same
reason that Orange Street was not opened from Court Street down: it was simply too structurally
crowded in the southernmost squares to lay out the new highway without tearing down houses
and barns, requiring patience on the part of the selectmen laying out the roads. In any case, the
decision not to attempt extending the road at that time left significant costs to be dealt with in the
future. Temple Street was extended all the way to George Street later on, but it was laid out more
narrowly between Crown Street and George Street; when it needed to be widened in the
nineteenth century, one New Havener recalled that it required the demolition of some buildings
at “considerable expense.”264
4.

Extralegal Negotiations: High Street
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High Street, the third new north-south street after Orange and Temple, was both the first
and the last highway laid out in the Nine Squares. The street was advanced block by block; the
first block was laid out in 1784, but the last one was not laid out until 1827. 265 Unlike the other
two north-south streets, which appear to have been laid out in the northernmost blocks first, the
townsmen tried to lay out High Street beginning in the southernmost block.
Lower High Street was only laid out forty feet wide, as opposed to Orange and Temple
streets, both of which had a width of fifty feet.266 This may have been an adjustment made
because of the crowdedness of the lower block, necessitating a narrower road to avoid houses
and barns. The High Street deed is particularly rambling, but reads in pertinent part:
[The highway begins at the] northerly side of James Prescot’s [sic] homelot seven
feet westerly from the northwest corner of his shop from thence runing [sic]
southerly through sd Prescotts land and through Mary Lucas land to Joel Atwaters
Land and land belonging to Noah Potter and Thankfull his wife where it is
bounded on the east side by a mear stone [sic]267 nineteen feet westerly from said
southwest corner of Mary Lucas's land from thence said street runs the same
course past on sd Atwaters land and part of said Noah and Thankfull Potters land
to ye Street yt runs by the southerly side of sd Potters Dwellinghouse wherein is
bounded on the southerly side by a mear stone sixteen feet easterly from sd
southwest corner of Atwater land sd street extends forty feet westerly in breadth
from said Eastern boundaries where it is likewise bounded by mear stones to be
and remain an open public street for the use of the sd City for ever . . . .
Ignoring all the exact specifications, and taking these landmarks into account, it is possible to
discern that the street ran from Prescott’s land on Chapel Street south, through Mary Lucas’s
land, then Joel Atwater’s land, then through Noah and Thankfull Potter’s lot to George Street.268
The same three West Haven men who had appraised the lands affected by Orange Street
and Temple Street also appraised the lands which were taken on the lower block of High
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Figure 15 (Representative Map of Structures and Residents Around High Street, c. 1784).

Note: the orange line represents High Street, which did not extend to Grove Street until later.
Noah Potter is by George Street; Christian Hanson is by Elm Street.

Street.269 But instead of awarding no compensation, this time, the committee referenced an
unusual reason why the damages were settled:
We the subscribers freeholders under oath appointed by Sam Bishop Justice of the
Peace to appraise and estimate the damage done to James Prescott Mary Lucas
Joel Atwater Noah Potter and Thankfull his wife by laying out the within
mentioned highway the sd James Prescot [sic] and Mary Lucas having agreed and
by exchange of land settled the matter of damages respecting their sd two Lots so
yt they demand no damages, do adjudge that the laying out sd highway is no
damage to Joel Atwater and Noah Potter and Thankfull his wife but yt said lots
are benefitted by laying out sd highway.
Nehemiah Smith
Sam Candee
Silas Kimberly270
269
270

High Street Deed, supra note 203.
Id. at 10-11 (emphasis added).
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As with Temple Street and Orange Street, no monetary damages were awarded. This is the only
deed which explicitly invokes the “offsetting benefits” doctrine, stating that the benefits of the
new highway outweighed the damages that some of the landholders suffered.
But less straightforward is the reference to an “exchange of land” between the two
damaged owners. It seems that Lucas and Prescott might have had claims against the town
stemming from the creation of High Street, but that these claims were relinquished after a
transaction between them. Hunting through the records, it becomes evident that the transaction
was actually very complex, and designed to placate only one of the parties: James Prescott. The
transaction provides a clear example of how the selectmen of New Haven may have dealt with
possible problems related to their street plan: with a lot of extralegal deal-making.
In the fall of 1784, James Prescott was a party to two land deals on the same day: one, a
transfer from New Haven Mayor Roger Sherman to him, and another reciprocal deed between
himself and Mary Lucas. From the two deeds, Prescott appears to have had a house and shop
between some of Lucas’s land and Sherman’s residence. His lot was not very deep; his neighbor,
Mary Lucas seems to have owned land bordering his lot on both its west and south sides. In the
transfer, Roger Sherman swapped a piece of his land fronting on Chapel Street for a roughly
equally-sized piece out of Mary Lucas’s land behind Prescott’s lot.271 Lucas and Prescott
swapped all of their land on different sides of the new street, so that Lucas would have all of the
land on the west side of the street and Prescott would have all of the land on the east side. 272 The
following diagram indicates the result of the swap:
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Figure 16 (Representational Illustration of the Lucas Deed).

Note: Exact dimensions not available, hence not to perfect scale.

Two leaders of city government – Roger Sherman and James Hillhouse – had to give up
land to relocate Prescott’s lot. Sherman may have been involved out of civic responsibility, but
also family ties: he was married to James Prescott’s sister273 and, a decade later, went into
business with his brother.274 Hillhouse’s connection to the deal is more remote. It is through
Lucas: Mary Lucas was Hillhouse’s adoptive mother, using her maiden name.275 Although Lucas
did gain frontage space on High Street, in terms of total acreage, this deal was a loser for her.
She gained only a tiny strip on the west side of High Street. The one-sidedness of the deal
suggests that Prescott could have been a key problem. There is a record of Prescott constructing
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the frame for a new house on his Chapel Street lot in late 1784, suggesting he may have had to
move a structure when the new street was created.276 Hillhouse’s involvement is all but certain:
the witnesses to the transaction between Prescott and Lucas were James Hillhouse and his
biological father, William. 277 By facilitating the land transfer from his adoptive mother to
Prescott, Hillhouse seems to have aided in the creation of the new streets with his entrepreneurial
skills, not his civic leadership abilities. He personally helped engineer deals to overcome major
obstacles to laying out the roads.
In any case, the southernmost block of High Street appears to have been laid out fairly
quickly. In 1788, when Ezra Stiles sketched his neighborhood in his diary, he drew the lower
part of High Street, with buildings fronting on High Street below Chapel. 278 His drawing does
not depict High Street extending beyond that, which is consistent with the paper records:
according to the second High Street Deed, that part of the street was not laid out until 1790. 279
The second installment of the street began three feet east of Henry Daggett’s house on High
Street, in between his house and store, and ran upward until it passed within five feet of Christian
Hanson’s house on Elm Street.280 Five different landowners owned properties that were affected
by the creation of the second block of High Street.281 However, this section of the street was not
contested – there was no committee, no hearing, and no appraisal of damages. The middle block
of High Street appears to have been achieved by cooperation. Indeed, two of the affected
landowners were Jeremiah Atwater and the omnipresent James Hillhouse, both on the streets
committee, who may have donated their own land and persuaded their neighbors to part with
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small strips. Each landowner seems to have received a symbolic, single shilling for their land, in
exchange for their quitclaim deeds to the city.282
C.

Some Lessons from the Nine Squares Re-Subdivision

Both the original Nine Squares plan and the subdivision serve as quintessential examples
of comprehensive policy making: the plans were designed with a clear, fixed end in mind, and
designed by a central authority. But it took over sixty years to fully recognize the plan they laid
out in 1784. Visitors to the city near 1800 could still remark that only “most” of the squares were
divided by cross streets.283 The westernmost block of Crown Street, from High Street to York
Street, was re-established by decree in 1809, but Edward Atwater, one of New Haven’s
historians, remembered in his book History of the City of New Haven that the street was still
closed to the public for a while after that.284 The laying out of Court Street did not occur until
much later. Although the by-law implied that Court Street would be laid out across both sides of
the green, the western block containing Yale was only subdivided in 1842, and was then called
Atwater Street or Library Street.285 And despite the grand government plan for the squares,
private enterprise continued to change the shape of the infrastructure. In the nineteenth century, a
Yale Law School graduate and New Haven lawyer named Henry White286 opened Center Street
across his own land, a new road parallel to Chapel Street and Crown Street, extending from
Church to Orange.287
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Figure 17 (Representative Map of Nine Squares Showing Residences of Streets Committee, c. 1784).

There is also the somewhat troubling fact that most of the street committee – including
Hillhouse – directly benefited from the subdivision and yet still participated in it. All of the
members of the committee either had land very close to or directly adjoining one of the new
streets: Orange, Wall, Temple, High, Court, or Crown. Additionally, other members of their
rank, like Pierpont Edwards, the young New Haven lawyer and delegate to the Connecticut
Assembly, also seem to have enjoyed some privileges which were not extended to all New
Haven residents. With no shortage of self-interest, some decisions were made that prevented the
lands or structures of wealthy New Haveners like Edwards and Jeremiah Atwater from being
affected by the new roads.
In his later years, James Hillhouse apparently gave inquiring minds the impression that
the Nine Squares were subdivided when the streets were “opened by the owners of the property
74

at their own convenience and discretion, according to some plan spontaneously agreed upon.”288
If Hillhouse was referring to a schedule for opening the streets, then perhaps there is a positive
explanation for the extreme delays. Perhaps the selectmen of New Haven were relying on a type
of amortization period. They gave landowners in certain areas advance warning of the plan for
the streets, fair notice not to further improve their properties or build structures on those lands;
there is also the possibility that some landowners may have been given time to completely
relocate.289 Although this is a plausible explanation for the delay, and most landowners must
have been given notice when the plan for the streets was published in local newspapers, there is
no concrete evidence to confirm or refute that the delay was intentional.
Indeed, there is at least as much evidence to the contrary. It appears that while maybe a
few sections of a couple streets were opened harmoniously and slowly according to some
spontaneous schedule, other evidence points to the contrary. The city government pursued
greater powers over removing encroachments and limiting road appeals. The records refer to
local hearings. In some blocks, the government enjoyed the advantages of resident cooperation,
usually from a member of their own rank. In others, they used the power of eminent domain for
the first time in recorded town history. Sometimes they had to resort to personal connections and
negotiations to sway landowners into supporting their street plan. On other occasions, they
waited patiently for a landowner to die to finally access the estate. All in all, it was an event
fraught with some problems that seemed to plague the city for the next several decades, as roads
which were supposedly named and established in 1784 remained unopened until nearly 1850.
There are two ways to interpret the subdivision, yielding different results. The
subdivision may have been a positive event. It is probably safe to assume that in the aggregate,
288
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property values within the Nine Squares rose when the new streets were implemented, simply
because they helped create more frontage lots and made better circulation around downtown
possible. Even the order in which the streets were laid out may reflect a positive version of
Harold Demsetz’s famous thesis that property rights “develop to internalize externalities when
the gains of internalization become larger than the cost of internalization.”290 With a few
exceptions,291 the streets were generally laid out in the most crowded blocks first, and in the most
sparsely settled blocks later. It could be argued that public property rights in streets were created
when it was efficient to do so: when the gains of internalizing the negative externalities incurred
by crowding, internal building, and private negotiations over easements exceeded the admittedly
high costs of establishing a new road. If part of the explanation for the lengthy amount of time
required to open all the Nine Squares streets was a sort of compromise, or a type of amortization
period – a time during which landowners were given significant advance warning not to make
improvements to their properties that would affect the land already designated for streets – then
this positive story may well be correct.292
However, there is not enough evidence to prove this conclusively. Indeed, some evidence
suggests that private initiative – like the opening of Hubbard Street, Gregson Street, and even
Centre Street, those streets formed within the Nine Squares without public action – would also
have opened streets where they were necessary, without the imposition of a costly new plan by
the government. And if the reason for the delay was not compromise, but rather the cost of
negotiations, hearings, and payments, as may very well be the case, then the subdivision may
have cost more to the public than it benefitted them in the short term.
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But the unavoidable conclusion is that the subdivision may only have been overly costly
in the short term. In the long run, the subdividing streets seem to have been successful. Property
values probably rose, and settlement on the new streets occurred fairly rapidly; by 1824, in each
of the Nine Squares, residents had built on the subdividing streets then laid out.293 Although the
subdivision may have been costly and premature in parts, even if the timing was wrong, the plan
itself was probably inevitable. There are only so many ways to divide a square, and it was
probably better to ensure the subdividing streets were long and straight than to chance the
possibly irregular consequences of private formation of these streets. The street planning
committee may have done the best they could with the poor plan they were dealt by their
predecessors. The subdivision may have had its flaws, but if anything, these time-consuming
revisions are further indications of just how much New Haven’s original Nine Squares plan may
have set the city back.
Hillhouse did express one regret about the subdividing streets: late in his life, he regretted
“that he did not insist on carrying every street through to the water in a straight line, viz: to the
harbor in one direction, and from Mill River to West River in the other.”294 This may reveal the
true extent of his leadership in the subdivision, but also exposes some of the flaws inherent even
in the new plan. Even after the subdivision, the Nine Squares were poorly integrated with the rest
of the streets in the city. As in 1800, a traveler on Wall Street or even Crown Street and High
Street today cannot travel to any other part of the city without taking one of the other parallel
Nine Squares streets. Indeed, here lies the main problem with the entire Nine Squares
development, both in 1638 and in 1784. In the government’s efforts to carry out idealized,
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See Appendix 6 (Map of New Haven, 1824).
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geometric street plans, they neglected community needs like the location of resources (e.g., the
harbor) and the patterns which would best help New Haven grow into a metropolis.

IV.

TOWARD A THEORY OF COLONIAL STREETS
Looking back on this history, is the Nine Squares plan something to be celebrated? New

Haven takes a lot of pride in its status as the first planned city. As modern drivers, we applaud
the straight streets of the Nine Squares grid. But it is not clear that New Haven’s plan has always
been beneficial for the city. Gleaning lessons from town planning in New Haven, his Part
attempts to define a theory of street creation, limited to street creation in the wilderness.
A.

A Market for Streets

In areas planned by incremental planning and folk planning, street creation was
dependent on market forces. The demand for streets determined their location and their layout.
Infrastructural choices followed settlement patterns. In certain parts of New Haven, like Olive,
Union, and Water Streets, as in Boston or early Manhattan, the result was perhaps less
geometric, but the resulting streets were efficient for the community and provided a nice gradient
of blocks and lots with mixed sizes and mixed uses. Resident preferences and demand – a
person’s desire to live near the wharf, for example – determined settlement patterns, and
correspondingly, lot and block sizes, and the street grids which framed them.
The Nine Squares plan, in contrast, responded to no perceived demand. Instead of
choosing to live within the Nine Squares, almost from the outset, many new residents migrated
to lots on the harbor, creek, or river. Besides the fact that the squares were oriented strangely
away from the harbor line, the block sizes prescribed by the street grid were also incompatible
with public demand. While large garden lots on spacious blocks may have been what a few early
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planters desired, less than a century later, many residents of downtown New Haven gravitated
toward home and commercial lots which were on smaller blocks with less deep lots. As this
paper has described, on some blocks, they cut their own streets into the lots, subdividing blocks
on their own initiative.
Piecemeal planning, done with input from residents, offered many advantages in early
colonies like New Haven. First, the petition process lowered the search and information costs the
government would incur in planning roads: although small government committees still had to
travel to the proposed location and investigate the appropriateness of putting a road there, the
neighbors and affected landowners could quickly and easily provide the surveyors with good
information about nearby settlement and the need for the road. Second, when the residents were
involved in infrastructural planning, it was prima facie evidence that a road was in demand and
would be used, minimizing losses from unnecessary highways that might need to be corrected or
relocated later. Third, the government’s role in laying out roads was preserved through the
petition process, preventing problems associated with purely private road generation. By filtering
all road requests through a representative body, the chance that self-interested behavior would
affect road planning decreased (for example, someone creating a street that benefitted his own
property, but created strong negative externalities for his neighbors).295 Additionally, public
roads are classic examples of public goods; few would argue with the assumption that
governments are best at providing roads, particularly because of their powers of taxation and
eminent domain. 296 And laying out a street is a large event that requires coordination; although
some of New Haven’s roads appear to have been formed solely by “customary usage,”
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governments are certainly best at facilitating and coordinating the physical layout of
roadways.297 Indeed, this is why the network benefits of street coordination were not lost when
planning was influenced from the bottom up: the government was still at the top, coordinating
the street layout as it developed.298 Piecemeal planning allowed the government to use the
knowledge of residents and the enforcement powers of the government, maximizing the relative
strengths of both the private and public spheres.
In a sense, imposing a comprehensive plan in the early colonies may have operated as a
market distortion, preventing natural settlement forces from producing the ideal street layout.
The planners seem to have been in a difficult position to accurately assess what type of
infrastructure would best meet resident needs. Given the uncertainty of their settlements, it was
near impossible to predict whether the city would be commercial or agrarian, and even who the
new residents would be, giving them poor information with which to create a street plan that
would support settlement. By prescribing a comprehensive plan with meager information, the
planners of New Haven left the colony and town inflexible as residents learned about the
advantages and disadvantages of their locales and the strengths and weaknesses of their
populations.
B.

Supporting the Market Theory: The Plans of New York, Philadelphia, and Boston

At first glance, the histories of the city plans in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia
might seem to contradict my theory about the failure of comprehensive planning in New Haven.
On the contrary, I do not want to assert that all early comprehensive plans completely failed, or
297
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that all piecemeal plans were perfect. My theory is more limited than that. I instead assert that a
street plan should be thought of in terms of supply and demand, and that New Haven’s original
comprehensive plan failed because it was hopelessly divorced from the needs of its residents. I
also argue that piecemeal planning seems to have conferred some advantages on the colonies.
Indeed, the histories of these three cities seem to support my theory, because those plans
succeeded most when they complemented the needs of city residents.
Boston has retained its city plan in large part, although the piecemeal plan is criticized by
planners299 and visitors alike. Indeed, such plans may not be normatively desirable from a
modern perspective. However, if we perceive city planning in terms of supply and demand, there
are good reasons for encouraging piecemeal planning in close-knit, relatively small towns like
those in the early colonies. The first advantage is informational. Incremental planning allowed
early colonial governments to tap into the knowledge base of immediate neighbors about where
roads should be located, either directly (by speaking with the landowner), or indirectly (by
planning a road after settlement occurred). The local landowners were best able to assess the
desirability of a new road and had the opportunity to influence the road plan – if multiple locals
conveyed interest in a particular pathway to a certain area, or a certain street pattern conducive to
particular block and lot sizes, the town government could take advantage of that resource. Locals
could create access ways for public use that were efficient for them,300 in the sense that residents
were best able to inform the authorities about which lands to dedicate to the public and which to
reserve for private use in order to maximize benefits and minimize costs.301
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The second advantage is predictive. Incremental planning does not mandate foresight, but
it does require attentiveness to developing settlement patterns, rather than prescribing them.
Renowned city planner Frederick Law Olmsted once wrote that the “time and attention” devoted
to some comprehensive plans might be as “scanty” as the time devoted to piecemeal ones,
judging from how well those plans anticipated future city needs.302 But I counter that at the very
least, piecemeal plans are successful in the sense that they respond to contemporary needs,
whereas poorly-thought-out comprehensive plans may not. One of the intriguing results of
piecemeal planning in Boston is the street and block gradient which resulted: the streets
generally formed small, crowded blocks near the harbor, and larger, more expansive blocks
farther away. 303 This gradient may have supported growth by addressing changing and unstable
settlement preferences in a way comprehensive uniform plans could not.
Although piecemeal planning has major informational and predictive advantages, it also
has limits. Piecemeal planning seems to work best in close-knit communities, when landowners
are likely to cooperate in cost-minimizing behavior for the group.304 Moreover, it would also
work best in communities where preferences are otherwise difficult to assess or predict –
perfectly suited to the uncertainties in the early colonies. When the information asymmetry
changes – when long roads require coordination among many landowners, when the residents are
less close-knit and may be more likely to engage in self-interested planning decisions that inflict
How much land should a group place within its public network? The calculus of costminimization suggests that a proposed marginal addition to the network should be judged
according to its benefits (taking into consideration its likely misuse on account of its being public),
and also the opportunity costs the group would incur from taking a parcel out of cultivation or
other uses to which a private owner might devote it.
Id. at 1381-82.
302
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ANNALS 172, 172 (1914).
303
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See, e.g., supra notes 273-274 & accompanying text.
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high negative externalities on their neighbors, or when planners are in a good position to predict
future land uses and the social and economic environment – comprehensive planning by
designated representatives is probably preferable. It would undoubtedly be both difficult and
undesirable to encourage incremental planning in larger, less close-knit cities, hence why it was
probably wise for the New York City government to take control over all road construction in
1807, preventing private citizens from opening roads.305
The grid plan implemented in New York City in 1811 is an ideal example of when
planning is appropriate.306 In the populous and expanding city, it was no longer desirable or
efficient for residents to plan the roads; that was better allocated to their representative body, the
corporation of the city. The planners were intensively concerned with the demands of the
growing city, and adjusting the plan to fit those needs. In choosing a new street plan for New
York, the planning commission was primarily concerned with “what the space was actually
going to be used for.”307 In the words of one historian of New York’s city government, Hendrik
Hartog, “the choices contained in the map were not impositions of public power, but, rather,
extrapolations from trends….[P]ublic officials could learn from private practices and habits how
best to mold a public sphere that satisfied the wants of their public.”308 Although their primary
objective was making land cheaper and more convenient for residents, the planners also
considered where commercial activity would take place, and how and whether commerce should
305
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be dispersed around the city.309 They concluded that a grid made up of rectangular blocks was
the ideal solution to produce affordable housing and encourage commerce to spread outside of
the central marketplace. 310 The New York City plan of 1811 is an example of a comprehensive
plan which seems to have worked, although it has no shortage of critics.311 On top of problems
with the grid plan in New York, critics have identified the epidemic spread of the grid across the
country as problematic. 312 This makes sense: a comprehensively-planned grid may not make
sense for every city’s demands, and hence, should not be implemented. Piecemeal plans, smallerscale comprehensive plans, or altogether different large-scale plans may be more appropriate,
depending on the individual city’s economic and social needs.
The history of Philadelphia’s town plan provides an excellent comparison for evaluating
whether town planning can be declared altogether bad in the early colonies, or whether it was
sometimes successful. There are parts of Philadelphia’s comprehensive plan which are revered
by town planners. 313 The founder, William Penn, may have modeled his gridiron plan after a
contemporaneous plan advanced for London after significant parts of it burned, or else modeled
it after the other grid patterns emerging at that time, emerging in locales ranging from New
Haven to Ireland.314 And indeed, even though comprehensively planned in the gridiron pattern,
there are parts of Philadelphia’s plan that seem to have adequately addressed the demands of a
new colony. The town is located along the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, major water
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arteries. 315 As in New Haven, the Philadelphia streets were uniform, 316 though the blocks were
significantly smaller in overall area.317 However, Philadelphia, too, appears to have had some
major problems with its regular plan, and like New Haven, underwent a costly and unpopular
subdivision to deal with crowding and commercialization. The subdivision was effectuated in the
1730s or 1740s, and involved the relocation of some streets, the division of many blocks, and the
elimination of a few of the formerly public squares.318 The subdivision was extremely unpopular
with some residents, who argued that the plan favored wealthy proprietors at the public’s
expense by increasing the proprietors’ access to and frontage on the river and eliminating some
of the squares.319 It would be difficult to fully assess the history of Philadelphia’s town plan
without a complete microhistorical study of the records. However, I hypothesize that the history
is positive when the street addressed some assessed demand (for example, the layout of a major
street along the Delaware River). But like New Haven, it is plausible that Philadelphia also
struggled with the consequences of imposing a uniform, comprehensive plan instead of
supplying diverse streets suited to different and fluctuating colony needs.
Comparing the histories of New York, Boston, and Philadelphia to New Haven’s early
infrastructural history, there is good reason to suggest that incremental planning influenced by
residents – like the planning that created Boston and many other New England colonial towns –
315
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was better suited to early colonial development than systematized, comprehensive planning,
because of the informational and predictive advantages it conferred. The Nine Squares plan
seems to have suffered by being disadvantaged in both. It lacked foresight about future needs
and failed to meet contemporary needs. Even beginning with the 1640s, there is no good or clear
explanation for why the blocks were made so large. Even if the planters of New Haven Colony
could not have predicted the commercial changes coming their way, if they had planned
incrementally, they would not have needed any foresight. Moreover, they may have been more
able to adapt to the town’s changing settlement patterns and economic and social needs.
This is not to say that the winding roads and irregular streets which may result from “folk
planning” are normatively desirable: merely that for the members of developing colonies, smallscale, accretive development best served its residents. There are certainly advantages to
“legibility” and ease of comprehension in a city plan that cities like Boston and Cambridge lack.
But I counter that in the colonial and Revolutionary period, when attracting and settling new
residents and industries was critical for growth, piecemeal plans were preferable because of their
adaptability and responsiveness to resident preferences and demands. New Haven’s leaders, for
all of their centralized planning, failed to do what the “folk planners” of other colonial-era towns
and cities were able to do. It spent more than a century – and a century of some of its most
important and substantial growth – with a street plan that limited intratown circulation, reduced
homelot availability in central downtown, and cut off access between the marketplace and the
water. This almost certainly would not have happened had a plan developed incrementally.
Indeed, one must wonder whether the substantial growth which eventually prompted New York
to require a new plan may be due in part to the success of its own piecemeal plan on the lower tip
of Manhattan.
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Figure 18 (Map of New York City’s Piecemeal Plan, c. 1775).320

V.

CONCLUSION
This paper has called into question the admiration for New Haven’s earliest town plan,

the Nine Squares. While idealized and geometric, it adapted poorly as the town and eventually,
the city of New Haven experienced the economic and social changes of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. In contrast to the parts of the town laid out through the petition procedure,
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the streets and blocks of the Nine Squares were divorced from resident demand. They created
blocks that were inefficiently-sized, and ill-suited to commercial development.
Outside the Nine Squares, New Haven’s piecemeal street planning was often the result of
small-scale, incremental decisions. Planning committees did not have a large end plan in mind
when they approved petitions: they planned only whatever streets were necessary for people to
reach their fields or the waterways. Streets shifted with settlement patterns, deferring to
topography and resident preferences. Moreover, the system of highway exchange encouraged
these small-scale, experimental decisions, because they were not necessarily final: if successful,
the road would survive and become part of the street pattern. If unsuccessful, the street could be
remedied easily: it could be relocated to a more suitable location. Road creation, in essence,
proceeded through a “succession of incremental changes,” allowing planners to “avoid serious
lasting mistakes.”321
In contrast, New Haven’s Nine Squares plan was classically comprehensive. Decisions
were made about what the end plan of the streets would be, and then, the means for development
were chosen and the large-scale plan was carried out. But once laid out, problems were apparent,
and errors difficult to remedy because settlement had followed the infrastructure. The blocks
were too big, limiting the availability of accessible parcels downtown. Rather than opening New
Haven’s commercial center, the seaport structure funneled traffic into the corner of George and
York Streets. And it is not altogether evident that absurd street patterns and comprehensive
planning are mutually exclusive. When other cities developed irregularly-shaped blocks and
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winding streets, they avoided strange, angular three-street intersections like those at the corners
of the Squares.322
I have argued that early colonial leaders may have lacked the information and knowledge
necessary to plan the best street grids for their own economic and social development. When
street planning is evaluated through the lens of supply and demand, this argument cannot help
but evoke the work of Friedrich Hayek on the deficiencies of planned economies more
generally. 323 Hayek argued that planning decisions should be made by those best able to make
full use of the knowledge available—and sometimes, the best knowledge is spread out among
individuals well-acquainted with unique local circumstances, rather than being concentrated in a
centralized decision-making body. 324 By virtue of the information they possess, individuals may
be best equipped to plan and carry out “constant small changes” to an economic system. 325
“[T]he ultimate [planning] decisions must be left to the people who are familiar with these
circumstances, who know directly of the relevant changes and of the resources readily available
to meet them.”326 Though Hayek was arguing about more typical economies and markets, his
argument is equally applicable to streets. When the best knowledge rests not with a central
decision-making authority, but with dispersed individuals, those individuals should – through
some sort of coordinating mechanism – make and guide street planning decisions.
The Nine Squares failed because they were planned by an uninformed central authority
without regard for how that plan would support the settlement which followed. The failures of
the Nine Squares plan were highlighted and exposed during the re-subdivision of the Nine
Squares in 1784. It is true that as demand changes – for example, when interstates and major
322
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arterials for automobile traffic became necessary – the street grid changes, so it would be foolish
to judge a street grid a failure simply because it looks different than it originally did, or because
eminent domain was required to accomplish it. The difference in New Haven is the amount of
time and costs required. I have demonstrated that New Haven’s redevelopment in 1784 was
large-scale, as opposed to minor street revisions occurring at the time in other cities. 327 The New
Haven town officials, in both their public and private capacity, had to expend money, time, and
land both to open the streets and probably later on, to prevent and repair encroachment. It took
sixty years to lay all of the streets out, and even throughout, confusion reigned about where the
streets actually were. As late as 1805, an individual named Pember Jocelyn in New Haven
evidently had been mistakenly sold some of Crown Street by a downtown landowner, and had to
deed it back to the city for a dollar.328 All of this effort seems to have been expended in order to
make New Haven’s infrastructure capable of supporting a modern, commercial city – a result
which other cities, and even other areas of New Haven, accomplished with far less intervention
and far fewer resources.
Why did the Nine Squares persist? After they were laid out with such confidence, and
particularly after town leaders disbursed the home lots within the Nine Squares, New Haven was
committed to its city plan. New Haven’s Nine Squares are an example of semi-strong form path
dependence.329 We know now that New Haven’s large blocks were costly to adapt to commercial
life. But would it have been efficient to completely destroy them, in favor of a new, wateroriented, community-developed plan? Probably not. Still, looking at the map of the piecemeal
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streets around the harbor,330 it is not so difficult to imagine a plan like Boston’s here in New
Haven, with streets winding around the waterway and then progressing inward, creating
irregularly-shaped blocks. Maybe Wooster Square to the east would have been the main public
square, instead of the Green. It is tempting to speculate on what consequences New Haven has
suffered as a result of its strange city plan. Examining the other mercantile cities with long
streets that tracked along harbors and rivers, one wonders whether they started with an advantage
of accessibility that New Haven, with its funnel-shaped seaport structure and enormous blocks,
never had. The history of its town plan suggests that the quaint, quirky roads that many travelers
curse today may have been those best poised to nurture a town three hundred years ago.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 (Reconstructed Map of New Haven, 1641)

Source: History of the City of New Haven (Edward E. Atwater ed., 1887), p. 11.
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Appendix 2 (Map of New Haven, 1724)

Source: History of the City of New Haven (Edward E. Atwater ed., 1887), p. 25.
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Appendix 3 (Map of New Haven, 1748)

Source: “Plan of the city of New Haven taken in 1748” (on file at Beinecke Library, Yale University).
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Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven, 1748 (Engraving, 1806))

Source: History of the City of New Haven (Edward E. Atwater ed., 1887), p. 31.
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Appendix 5 (Map of New Haven, 1775)

Source: History of the City of New Haven (Edward E. Atwater ed., 1887), p. 33.
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Appendix 6 (Map of New Haven, 1824)

Source: Plan of New Haven (on file at New Haven Colony Historical Society).
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Appendix 7 (Changes in New Haven Economy, 1660-1770)
Year
1666
1670
1675
1680
1685
1690
1695
1700
1705
1710
1715
1720
1725
1730
1735
1740
1745
1750
1755
1760
1765
1770

Value of the Taxable Estates in New Haven (pounds)331
17474
16140
13550
14280
15428
15559
15101
16769
18528
17483
21384
28316
31160
36242
40001
41550
43750
54448
45924
56175
55695
63335

331

Taxable estates refer to the value of the assets owned by taxable persons, who owed their dues on these assets to
the British Empire. This is reliable data: the officials were deeply concerned with maintaining accurate records of
the taxes owed to them. Data taken from Atwater, The Town of New Haven, supra note 109, at 22, 31.
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Appendix 8 (Growth in Number of Dwellings in Nine Squares Environs)332

Year
Dwellings

1724
157

1742
165333

332

1775
370

1787
466

1798
596

The first three numbers attesting to the number of dwellings come from a count done by Ezra Stiles in 1782,
compiled after consultation with a local eighty-one year old man able to give him an account of the landscape in
1724. The final two numbers come from official counts done by local newspapers. The number for 1787, from
Connecticut Magazine, is recorded in Stiles’s diary. The second, appearing in the Connecticut Journal, is reprinted
in Edward Atwater’s book on the city. 3 THE LITERARY DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at 15-17, 288-89;
Atwater, Annals of the City of New Haven, supra note 177, at 88-89.
333
This number, from the memory of President Stiles, is probably too low. I counted the number of structures
appearing on the 1724, 1748, and 1775 maps, and came out with the following numbers of structures: in 1724, about
165 structures; in 1748, 390 structures; in 1775, about 450 structures. Although these are far from official numbers,
they suggest that Stiles’s number is a bit under what it should be, perhaps by about 50-100. Thomas Trowbridge
asserts that there were probably about 225 total buildings in this period, which would also be consistent with a
higher number than that given by Stiles. See Trowbridge, supra note 112, at 201.
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Appendix 9 (Settlement Patterns in the Nine Squares)

D

D

Distribution of Structures Among the Nine Squares
Year
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5
Block 6
Block 7
Block 8

1724
14
9
12
11
10
16
10
5
100

1748
27
22
22
25
14
25
17
14

1775
47
44
37
30
23
25
19
18

Percent of Total Structures Within the Nine Squares
Year
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5
Block 6
Block 7
Block 8

1724
16.1%
10.3%
13.8%
12.6%
11.5%
18.4%
11.5%
5.7%
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1748
16.3%
13.3%
13.3%
15.1%
8.4%
15.1%
10.2%
8.4%

1775
19.3%
18.1%
15.2%
12.3%
9.5%
10.3%
7.8%
7.4%

Appendix 10 (Compensation Patterns in New Highway Construction, 1750-1784)
In KindHighway

Money

Unknown335

7

In
KindLand
1

6

2

23.5

6.5

17

8.5

37

24

9.5

14.5

1765-69

39

18.5

3

1770-74

72

17

1775-79

24

1780-84
Total

Years

Compensation
in Kind

1750-54

Total
Number of
Deeds334
9

%
Money

%
Unknown

0

%
Compensation
in Kind
77.8%

1755-59

36

22.2%

0.0%

4

65.3%

23.6%

11.1%

1760-64

12

1

64.9%

32.4%

2.7%

15.5

14.5

6

47.4%

37.2%

15.4%

10

7

52

3

23.6%

72.2%

4.2%

6

3

3

11

7

25.0%

45.8%

29.2%

25

15

6

9

9

1

60.0%

36.0%

4.0%

242

111

39

72

109

22

45.9%

45.0%

9.1%

Note: A value of one-half represents compensation that was partially in one category, partially in another.

334

Represents all two-hundred-and-fourteen deeds for highway land to the Proprietors, Selectmen, or Town of New
Haven between 1750 and 1784, not including the Nine Squares conveyances. 15-41 NHLR, supra note 50.
335
Overwhelmingly, the “unknown” compensation indicates when the deed describes the landowner receiving
ambiguous “good and valuable consideration,” although there were a few in which the space had been left blank.
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Appendix 11 (Orange Street)
We the Mayor aldermen and Common Council of the City of New Haven do survey lay out and
Establish a New Street in the City of New Haven fifty feet in width beginning seventy three feet
and a half East from the Easterly end of the Dwellinghouse of Townsend and Denison formerly
ye Dwellinghouse of James Blakeslee on the Land of sd Townsend and Denison and runing [sic]
through the Land of sd Townsend and Denison and the Land belonging to the heirs of Joseph
Noyes Decd in a direct line to ye front or west side of the barn of Pierpt Edwards Esqr then runing
through ye Land of sd Edwards and the land belonging to the grammer [sic] school to the new
highway this day laid out in front of ye Dwellinghouse of Capt. Phineas Bradley and said street is
to extend westerly fifty feet in breadth from said easterly line through the land of grammar
school land belong to the heirs of Col. Nathan Whiting Dec'd and ye sd land of sd heirs of Joseph
Noyes and sd Townsend and Denison to be and remain a Publick Street for the use of said City
for ever which Street is called Orange Street . . . .336

336

There are a few identifiable landmarks in the survey description that permit us to identify the locations of the
landowners affected by the creation of Orange Street. The highway surveys always list the land seized in some
geographical order, whether north to south or south to north. The location of the late Joseph Noyes’s lot is apparent
from the map of 1748: he lived on the north side of Elm Street. Captain Bradley lived on State Street between
Chapel and George, so the “new highway” referenced in the record is Court Street. See Atwater, Streets, supra note
263, at 347; Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven, 1748 (Engraving, 1806).
Between these two locations, Pierpont Edwards appears to have owned a large quantity of land on the south
and east side of Elm Street. Timothy Jones, a longtime resident of State Street, sold Edwards some land near both
his home lot and the grammar school lands in 1783, confirming that Edwards’s holding can be placed somewhere
near State and Elm. See Deed of 1783, in 40 NHLR, supra note 50, at 121, 121; Appendix 4 (Map of New Haven,
1748 (Engraving, 1806). 40 NHLR 121. Even more convincingly, in 1797, the Hopkins School Committee leased
Edwards a tract of “school lot” south and west of his home lot, presumably the same tract referenced in the creation
of Orange Street. Deed of Aug. 19, 1797 (recorded Aug. 19, 1797), in 50 NHLR, supra note 50, at 145, 145.
The locations for Joseph Howell and David Austin can be confirmed by the by-law establishing the streets,
which used their home lots as landmarks. Israel Bishop and Mary Howell are tentatively located in the upper block,
because their lots are identified in the Wall Street deed. Wall Street Deed II, supra note 249.
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Appendix 12 (Temple Street)
We the mayor aldermen and common council of the city of New Haven having duly notified the
proprietors of the land do survey layout and establish a new street in the City of New Haven fifty
feet in width beginning fifty feet northwesterly from the northeasterly corner of Capt. John
Mixes land lying upon the street that runs past the Dwellinghouse of James Hillhouse and
running through the land of Capt. John Mix and through the land of Mr. John Pierpoint in a
direct line with the front of the courthouse and meeting houses and then the same direction
through the land of Palitiah [sic] Webster to the other high way this day laid out through the
lower part of said Websters land on front of the new house now building by Jeremiah Atwater
and said street is to extend easterly fifty feet in breadth from said westerly line in a range with
said Public Buildings through the land of said Palatiah Webster John Pierpont and John Mix and
small strip upon the land of the heirs of Sam Mix Decd to be and remain an open public street for
the use of said City forever which street is called Temple Street. 337

337

The Temple Street Deed contains some landmarks for locating affected properties. The Hillhouse family resided
on Grove Street. BACON, supra note 212, at 7-10. John Mix was located on College Street. Wall Street Deed I, supra
note 252. John Pierpont lived on Elm Street opposite the green; his house still stands, at 149 Elm Street. See 3
DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at 157. John Pierpont was the descendant of Rev. James Pierpont, the
resident of that same lot in 1748, as depicted on the map. Rev. Chauncey Goodrich, Invasion of the British Troops,
July 5, 1779, in 2 Papers of the New Haven Colony Historical Society 27, 70 (1877). Pelatiah Webster was a
successful and well-traveled merchant. On one occasion, the merchant brought President Stiles a tale from the sea
that the men of Kentucky had found an eight pound tooth and a four-foot-long shin bone somewhere in their salt
licks. 3 DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at 134. Although his main residence was in Philadelphia, he was
also a close friend and classmate of Stiles, and came to New Haven frequently. 1 DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note
176, at 207. Webster seems to have owned property on Chapel Street. In the nineteenth century, the “new house”
built by Atwater that is referenced in the Temple Street Deed was still standing on Crown Street. Atwater, Streets,
supra note 263, at 347.
The locations for John Mix’s house and Israel Munson’s house come from Wall Street Deed II, and can be
confirmed on the map of 1748. Abigail Woodhull, referred to in Wall Street Deed II, was the daughter of Samuel
Mix – confirming the location of the land belonging to “heirs of Samuel Mix.” Edward E. Atwater, Schools, in
HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, supra note 83, at 157.
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Appendix 13 (High Street)
Laid out a new street in the city of New Haven forty feet wide bounded on the easterly side by a
mear stone on the southerly side of the street at the northerly side of James Prescot's homelot
seven feet westerly from the northwest corner of his shop from thence runing southerly through
said Prescotts land and through Mary Lucas land to Joel Atwaters Land and land belonging to
Noah Potter and Thankfull his wife where it is bounded on the east side by a mear stone nineteen
feet westerly from said southwest corner of Mary Lucas's land from thence sd street runs the
same course past on sd Atwaters land and part of sd Noah and Thankfull Potters land to ye Street
yt runs by the southerly side of sd Potters Dwellinghouse wherein is bounded on the southerly
side by a mear stone sixteen feet easterly from said southwest corner of Atwater land said street
extends forty feet westerly in breadth from sd Eastern boundaries where it is likewise bounded by
mear stones to be and remain an open public street for the use of the sd City . . . .338

338

The location of the lots belonging to Atwater, Potter, Daggett, Sherman, and the Yale President can be
independently confirmed by contemporary maps or Ezra Stiles’s diary. 3 DIARY OF EZRA STILES, supra note 176, at
548. Prescott’s house stood on High Street well into the nineteenth century, as did Henry Daggett’s. “S.W. Chapel
St.,” in The Dana Collection, supra note 274 (search computer, folder “1 Chapel St.,” Image 00000234.JPG); “Henry
Daggett House,” in The Dana Collection, supra note 274 (search computer, folder “1 Chapel St.,” Images
00000225.JPG , 00000226.JPG, 00000227.JPG, and 00000228.JPG).
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